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A Special Report

ILLEGAL DRUGS AND THE
UNIVERSITY HIGH LIFE
This is the last in a series of
special reports that
addressed critical issues affecting
MSU. Look for more in-depth
investigations next year.
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At their request, students’
names have been changed.
By Ron Gumucio_______
Special to The Montciarion

Students at MSU filled the Clove Road
parking lot. People sat in their cars and oth
ers walked around looking for friends.

"Goonics” was the first of two movies play
ing on the screen of the drive-in theater, but
more people were interested in getting high
and concealing their cans of beer.
The smell of marijuana filled the chilly,
April, evening under the noses of campus
police, who sat in their patrol cars in the lot.
Catherine Bedford, 21, business major,
was there that night, running back and forth
from the Clove Road Apartments to the
parking lot, with a cigarette planted in the
side of her mouth and a transparent plastic
cup in hand.
Sgt. Israel Rosado of campus police feels
that drugs and alcohol do pose a problem
on campus.
“We have seven reported incidents of
CDS [Controlled Drug Substances] on cam
pus this year to date and there have been
several cases of suspicious drug use, but not
enough probable cause to take action,”
Rosado said.
“We were smoking weed and drinking
beer in both places,” Bedford said. “The
police had to know what was going on be
cause the smell was so strong and cans and
bottles were left all over the parking lot.”
“Oh yeah, there was lots going on,” said
Rosado. “Students were trying to hide their
alcohol. A lot of people had cups, some had
their beers in mugs, and others drank in their
cars so it wasn’t in plain view. We confis
cated one keg from the apartments and made
one arrest for trespassing.”
“Alcohol is restricted to the apartments
only and is not permitted in the Clove Road
parking lot, but, at the end of the night, it
was littered with cans and bottles,” Rosado
said. “I personally didn’t smell marijuana,
at least I couldn’t.”
Students are using drugs on campus be
cause they do not feel threatened by cam
pus police or administration, and the simple
fact that the evidence can be hidden.
According to the U.S. Health and Hu
man Services Department, which conducted
'he National Household Survey on Drug
Abuse in 1997, there was a significant in
crease in marijuana, tobacco, and heroine
use by children 12 through 17. Marijuana
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SMOKING SUPPLIES: A water pipe and a standard pipe better known as a bong and a bowl respectfully are displayed inside an oncampus marijuana user’s room. Many students who smoke illegally in the dorms also use air fresheners to cover up the smell.
use increased from seven percent in 1966
to 10 percent in 1997.
Another survey completed by the Drug
Abuse Warning Network said that between
the first half of 1996 and the first half of
1997, the increase of marijuana rose in all
age groups. 32 percent between the ages of
12-17, 43 percent between 18-25 years old
and 54 percent of those 35 and over have
used marijuana.
Concerning the use of drugs on
campus,the university Department of Cam
pus Safety and Security attached to this
year’s Annual Security Report a compiled
memorandum to all students concerning a
drug free campus. A copy of the student
handbook’s drug and alcohol policies was
printed on the back of this memorandum.
Assistant Dean of Students James Har
ris was unaware of the memorandum sent
to the students by the university, but ex
pressed his views on drugs and alcohol.
“Yes, there is a drug and alcohol prob
lem at MSU,” said Harris. “1 don’t think
that we are any different than any other university in the country with this problem. It s
SEE DRUGS ON P. 4

Health and Wellness Center
helps students kick the habit
By Ron Gumucio
Special to The Montciarion

The Health and Wellness Center offers
services to students suffering from drug or
alcohol addiction. The center.offers drug
testing to those who request it,‘gives refer
rals to drug or alcohol treatment centers, and
hosts Narcotics Anonymous’ and Alcoholic
Anonymous’ weekly meetings, which are
open to all members of the MSU commu
nity.
“People can become addicted to almost
anything,” said Nancy Ellson, Director and
Nurse Practitioner of the Health and
Wellness Center. "What we do at the center
is try and find out what they [students] are
doing to take away the pain in their lives. It
is usually what causes early experimenta-

tion by students.”
“Addicts who regularly use begin to as
sociate people, places and things with drugs
and alcohol... They form a relationship with
a substance and will do anything they can
to legitimize their use,” said Ellson.
“What people must understand is that
drug and alcohol addiction is an illness,”
Ellson said. “ We have seen some cases
where a student may have a psychiatric
problem and been diagnosed with anxiety
or depression, and decide to medicate them
selves with drugs and alcohol.”
“I think the people who aren’t addicted
are sensible about where and when they do
and try things, or maybe they see that the
enforcement of the laws is soft.”
Ellson said she is interested in imple
menting an outpatient clinic where students
can get the appropriate assistance they need.
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The office hours o f M ontclarion
staff are posted in our office at the Student
Center Annex Room 113. or call X5169 for
staff office hours.

A d v e rtis in g P o lic y
KEVIN SCHWOEBEL,
ADVERTISING DIRECTOR
TEL. 973-655-5237
D E A D L IN E S

The deadline to submit advertisements to
The Montclarion is the Monday of the week
o f publication.

B IL L IN G

The Montclarion is distributed on Thurs
days, and invoices and tearsheets are mailed
the following Monday (tearsheets for pre
paid ads must be requested). Thirty (30)
days are given for payment after the inser
tion date, after which a 15% finance charge
is levied, to sixty (60) days, when accounts
are referred to an outside collection agency.

M S U P olice R eport
• 4/20 A male was observed loi
tering near the 300 building of the
Clove Road Apartment complex. Male
gave false ID to officers. Male is not
an MSU student. Jonathan Fishman of
Montclair was arrested and charged
with trespass. A hearing is scheduled
for 5/5/99 in Little Falls Municipal
Court.
• 4/21 Officers executed
an arrest warrant issued from
South Orange Police Dept. Stefanie Bryant of Newark was ar
rested in M allory Hall and
turned over to the custody of re
sponding South Orange police offic
ers.
• 4/23 Officers on patrol dis
cover heavy smoke coming from un
der the hood of a parked car in lot 4.
Officers use extinguisher to put out the
engine compartment fire. Montclair
Fire Dept, responded. The vehicle was
towed to the owner’s home.
• 4/23 Officers respond to the
report of smoke coming from a car at

the Student Center loading dock. Upon
arrival discover the car fully engulfed
in flames. Little Falls Fire Dept, re
sponded and extinguished the fire.
Vehicle was towed from the scene. The
owner saw smoke coming from under
the hood of the car, went into the Stu
dent Center to get a fire extinguisher,
tried to put out the fire without suc
cess.
clair Police
Ddpt. cofHacUuyMSU Police
reporting a male arrested by this
department and incarcerated in
the city jail attempted to hang
himself. Victim was transported to
Community hospital to be treated for
injuries. Officer responded to the hos
pital.
• 4/28 A maintenance worker
reported that two vending machines on
the second floor of Dickson Hall were
broken into. The responding officer
determined the machined were pried
open, the coin boxes and their contents
removed.

S G A N ews & N otes
• This was the last meeting of the SGA for this semester. The
legislators and E-board did a terrific job this year and they are to
be congratulated.
• The SGA budget proposals FY 1999-2000 passed but the Four
Walls budget was rescinded.
• Congratulations to LatashaCasterlow on being appointed Attor
ney General.
1c
" A.
• There has been changes in the Class II & Ill’s procedures. All
organizations are recommended to review the alterations.
• The SGA Statute Change Article Three, Section 12A, 1B was
passed.
• Some of the last bills passed for this semester were: Four Walls
Class I Charter, Management Club Class III Charter, New Jersey
Community Waterwatch Appropriation, and Muslim Student
Association Class III Charter.

_________________ F or T he R ecord _________________
The Montclarion willingly corrects its factual errors. If you think
that we have made a mistake in a story please call Editor-InChief, Kevin P. Hancock at 973-655-5230.
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Reservists
called to Kosovo
(CNN) — President Clinton
on Tuesday signed orders to autho
rize the activation of up to 33,000
reservists for the NATO war on
Yugoslavia. Pentagon sources told
CNN the initial call-up will be for
about 2,100 reservists, mostly Air
National Guard personnel to fly
and maintain 30 aerial refueling
tankers that the Pentagon said it
was sending to the region.
More reservists are expected
to get the call in the days ahead as
additional U.S. aircraft are sent to
Europe.
Details on what units are
being activated is expected later in
the day.

“The president fully recog
nizes this disrupts lives,” said
W hite House spokesm an Joe
Lockhart said. “But this is what
reservists train for.
This is what their mission is.
From tim e to tim e, they are
called.”
The United States has 1 mil
lion reservists, who have regular
civilian jobs but stay trained for
military service. The active U.S.
military force is 1.4 million.

Alligator prowls
could be threat
(Reuters) — Florida’s 1 mil
lion alligators are on the prowl for
mates and food, posing a threat to
people and pets, state wildlife of
ficials said Tuesday.

A Tampa man was bitten in
the face by an alligator Monday
while he was swimming in a ca
nal, authorities said. He was in
good condition at a Tampa hospi
tal, and trappers killed the alliga
tor, they said.
Two dogs have been killed
in St. Petersburg by alligators in
the past two weeks, authorities
said. And several alligators have
been seen walking by lakes and
ponds and on a golf course in re
cent days, they said.
“Most alligators will quickly
retreat at the approach of a human.
If they don’t, they’ve likely lost
their natural fear and could become
a problem,” said Joy Hill, public
information coordinator for the
Florida Game and Fresh Water
Fish Commission’s Central Re
gion.

W orld N ews

Army rescues
plane's crew
(AP) — U.S. soldiers on
Monday rescued the last of the
three people aboard a small plane
that crashed Friday in a remote,
mountainous zone in eastern Costa
Rica.
The U.S. Army offered its
assistance after Red Cross officials
were unable to reach the remote
mountain area where the Cessna
training plane crashed while head
ing from San Jose to Limon on the
Atlantic coast.
The plane was located Sun

day and two of the passengers were
rescued im m ediately. Pilot
Rodolfo Escalante could not be
pulled out of the wreck until Mon
day, according to media reports.
The pilot and passengers
were in stable condition.

N. Korea has a
blighted future
(CNN) — The World Food
Program has drawn a devastating
portrait of widespread hunger in
North Korea. Millions of people
survive by eating grasses, corn
stalks or whatever else they can
forage, the U.N. agency reported
Tuesday.

Most of North Korea’s 23
million people rely on food rations
from the nation’s communist gov
ernment. But now, they can expect
little food until the first of
summer’s vegetable and potato
crops are harvested in June, "said
David Morton, the WFP represen
tative in North Korea’s capital,
Pyongyang.
North Korea’s public food
stocks have been used up, the
agency said. The government dis
tributed the last of the fall harvest
with early April’s monthly food
ration — 1.5 kilograms (3 1/3
pounds) of grain, or enough to last
a person about 10 days, according
to the U.N. agency.

L ocal N ews

School violence
spreads panic
With a few exceptions, New
Jersey schools were calm on Mon
day and avoided a repeat of last
week’s frenzy of threats of school
violence in the aftermath of the
Colorado high school shootings,
that left 12 people dead.
The exceptions included a
continued walk-out in Piscataway,
where an estimated 900 students
stayed home from the high school
due to rumors of violence, and a
series of death threats sent to some
East Brunswick elementary school
students by e-mail.
“Certainly today was much
quieter than Friday,” said Thomas
Pagano, superintendent of Ocean
Township schools, where an

for a

eighth-grade boy was disciplined
Friday for sending a threatening email to another student.
“That was one of my tough
est days ever, with all the rumors
stirring,” he said. “We just had to
dispel each one, one by one.”

Montclair tries
to set the stage
Montclair officials hope to
add a portable stage to the
township’s cultural amenities, lur
ing audiences to neighborhoods,
shopping districts and parks
around town.
Municipally owned stages
are rare, and Montclair would be
come the only town in Essex
County to have one.
But by Monday, the bidding
deadline for project, the township

clerk had no bids from contractors.
The town must start the bid
process from scratch, said Lonnie
Brandon, the director of Parks
Recreation and Cultural Affairs.

Cash cashes in
on the scriptures
C ountry m usic legend
Johnny Cash has recorded more
than 400 of his favorite Scriptures
for a soon-to-be-released line of
electronic Bibles.
Cash has been a spokesman
for the Burlington, N.J.-based
Franklin Electronic’s electronic
Holy Bibles for six years.
Cash, 67, has been sidelined
in recent months with a rare neu
rological disorder, Shy-Drager
Syndrome, which causes progres
sive damage to the nervous system.
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Movie rental
and longer
library hours
in SGA’s plan
By Christine Zielinski____________________
Assistant News Editor

JENN WINSKI/ MONTCLAKION

CULTURAL CELEBRATION: Students watch World Fair performers, yesterday in the Student Center Quad.

Inadequate lighting and security patrols
concern Clove Road residents in survey
By Joseph V. Thelusca___________________
Special to The Montclarion

A safety survey distributed by campus
police indicated a concern for poor campus
lighting two weeks ago. Of 20 students in
terviewed, all felt that lighting improve
ments were necessary.
In the survey, Sgt. Israel Rosado of the
Safety and Security Department and survey
author, questioned students, faculty, and
other MSU community members about their
general safety concerns. With one excep
tion, all female interviewees said that dras
tic improvements in campus security are
necessary, and they believed that female
residents should not live in the first apart
ment complex because of the easy visibil
ity. Many plan to move to the second floor

next year, hoping to increase their safety.
“They [the security guards and officers]
are not consistent, only when something
happened they showed a lot of concerns,”
said Stephane Zephirin, senior Clove Road
Apartment resident.
Gomez Maritza, another Clove Road
Apartment resident, said that she did not feel
safe, and neither did she believe other resi
dents felt secure because of the sexual as
sault and armed robbery that occurred last
week.
MSU officials have taken steps to pre
vent future incidents by instituting 24-hour
patrolling by two uniformed security offic
ers around the Clove Road Apartments, said
Vitaly Satanovksy, the students’ trustee.
Satanovksy said that he shared the stu
dents’ concerns about the necessity of im
proving campus safety. He said that cam

pus police could have been more helpful in
providing a safer environment for the thou
sands of students who patron the university
on a daily basis.
Several meetings were held last week
following the two crimes at Clove Road.
Last Tuesday, at approximately 3:17
a.m., a sexual assault occurred, said Lt.
Michael Potaski of the Department of Safety
and Security.
On Thursday, around 12:38 a.m., five
masked thieves stole cash, jewelry, and a
video game system from another Clove
Road Apartment, said an officer from Safety
and Security.
Safety services available to students in
clude escorts, an annual security report that
contains a variety of safety tips, and sug
gests possible legal steps available to sexual
assault,victims

POLICY ON FINAL EXAMINATIONS
1. All final examinations must be given during the regularly scheduled
examination periods. The Schedule of Courses lists days and times of final
examinations for each class period.
2. No final examination may be given during the last week of classes before
the examination period.
3. If no formal examination is scheduled, the class must meet for one hour
during the scheduled final examination time for a class evaluation session.
Thus, all classes are required to meet during the examination period.

The newly-elccted Student Government
Association executive board anticipates
practical improvements for 1999-2000. The
movie theatre, video store, and extended li
brary hours are projects already underway,
said John Griffin, new SGA president.
“We’ve been talking to President Cole
and [our ideas] sound very promising,” Grif
fin said. "Right after elections, we reserved
the room in Calcia Hall for the Friday night
movies.”
Griffin said that showing weekly, sec
ond-run movies should improve campus life
and encourage students to stay on the week
ends.
Other issues Griffin has discussed with
Dr. Karen Pennington, vice president of Stu
dent Development and Campus Life, and
Valerie Winslow of Student Activities, were
voice mail for residence halls, a campus
video rental store, the spring carnival, and a
blue light system for increased campus
safety.
“The carnival would be a successful
fundraiser for the Class two, three, and four
organizations,” Griffin said.
Future projects may include a 24-hour
student center, shuttle bus operation on Sun
day nights, and the hosting of big concerts
and famous speakers in the Yogi Berra Sta
dium.
NedT.Gross, Jr., Board of Trustees Stu
dent Alternate, said that, since the elections,
he has thanked all the organizations that sup
ported him, and opened an e-mail account
for the board of trustees and an office in the
Student Center. Gross said he has intro
duced himself to various vice presidents, es
tablished a monthly column in The Mont
clarion to report BOT information, and has
researched material on his position.
Michael Kazimir, the newly elected
SGA vice president, said that orientation and
a SGA membership drive were his top pri
orities.
“I think that if students get involved in
the SGA and see what we have to offer, they
will be more likely to stay in school and,
particularly, stay at Montclair,” Kazimir
said.
Kazimir also said that he wanted to fo
cus on fall convention SGA legislative
workshops.
During the election, Shariff Elhagin, the
new SGA treasurer, said that he would like
to create better medical insurance policy and
work with organizations’ budgets. Elhagin
said that he wanted a more involved student
body and another 24-hour computer lab.
Nidara Rourk, new SGA secretary, said
that she anticipated raising students’ aware
ness of the SGA through Class One Organi
zations.
“The constitution says that the Class 1
(organizations) have mass appeal and they
can reach more students,” Rourk said. “I
plan to attend one meeting each month to
make the SGA more visible.”
Rourk said that it was important for the
Class One Organizations to have more rep
resentation in the SGA.
“There’s a feeling that the SGA and ad
ministration are against students...but the
administration has been very responsive,”
Griffin said.
Griffin said that any possible problems
between next y ear’s SGA and students
would be alleviated if students brought their
serious concerns to the SGA.
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54% ADMITTED TO USING
CONTINUED FROM P. 1

time we get serious about sending a clear
message to students about this issue.”
Nancy Ellson, Director and Nurse Prac
titioner of the Health and Wellness Center,
agreed with Harris.
“I have sufficient clinical evidence to
support that there is drug use on our cam
pus,” Ellson said. “I think this campus is
no different than anywhere else.”
Jim Klein, a junior transfer student and
former athlete, said there is a drug problem
at the university that virtually goes unno
ticed.
“I have friends that have smoked weed
in their dorm rooms in Blanton Hall,” Klein
said smirking. “You can get away with it.”
Klein has also tried drugs, but he said
he does not do them now.
“When I was away at my other college,
I smoked pot, dropped acid, took extasy and
mushrooms,” he said.
“Just a couple of weeks ago, a non-stu
dent who was visiting a couple of my friends
of my friends at the Clove Road Apartments
was doing hits of E [extacy]. It’s every
where man, the campus is loaded with it,”
he said, smiling.
Students have commented that they are
not worried about the RAs catching them
or being raided by campus police in the resi
dence halls.
“I don’t think anybody’s scared because
everybody does it,” Melissa Webber, 20,
Blanton Hall resident, said. “I never heard
anything about police searching the rooms
or someone getting busted.”
There are two Resident Managers and
anywhere from seven to 20 Resident Assis
tants on staff overlooking six dormitories
on campus. Each RA goes through training
to service their peers and maintain a safe
environment for those living on campus.
Martin Olivares, 19 , a rookie RA in
Blanton Hall did not deny that marijuana is
prevalent in the building.
“ Marijuana is present in the dorm,”
Olivares said. “People are doing it. You
can come here any given day and smell it.
With the smell alone, it is hard to pinpoint
which room it’s coming from, and since we
don’t have the power to personally go in and
search their room it makes it that much
harder to do our job.”
“I think a majority of cases involving
weed are freshmen who don’t know how to
cover up the smell. I don’t kid myself, it
happens here,” Olivares said. “Besides the
dorms, a lot of students get baked in their
cars in the parking lot or walk around cam
pus. They play it off and do it right outside
Blanton.”
Kathy Gilbert, a 20-year-old, junior,
Bohn Hall resident, said that marijuana is a
big problem in Bohn Hall as well.
“I smell weed on a daily basis around
here,” Gilbert said. “There are people who
sell it in our building. People buy it and
then go down to the Exxon or any gas sta
tion and buy rolling paper or Black and Wild
cigars to wrap the marijuana in it.”
“I used to smell it more outside because
people used to sit on the benches and smoke.
But now that the cops are on bikes, it makes
it a little harder,” she said.
Students in the dorms attempt to cover
up the odor by spraying air fresheners or by
burning incense and lighting candles in the
room.
“A lot of the students just open their
windows and seal the door with damp
clothes. I remember one time 1 was walk
ing past a room and a girl came out of her
room and sprayed the hall with air fresh
ener, like no one knew what was going on
in her room,” said another Bohn resident.
New Jersey’s criminal code for posses
sion, distribution and manufacturing of
marijuana carries several penalties consist
ing of fines and imprisonment and is divided
into four degrees.
The law states that possession of 25 lbs.

or more is a penalty of the first degree and
can carry a fine of up to $300,000, while a
fourth degree offense is less than an ounce
or less than five grams and carries a fine of
at least $ 10,000.
The Wood Ridge Chief of Police, John
Frank sees alcohol and marijuana as the two
most prevalent drugs among 18 to 25-yearolds.
“Most drug users buy their drugs in
Paterson, Passaic and New York City,”
Frank said. “I guess it’s an easy way for a
poor man to make a living.”
Most students admit to purchasing mari
juana in nickel and dime bags, which sell
from $5 to $ 10 on the street.
According to NHSDA, an estimated 2.8
million Americans used marijuana for the
first time in 1996. Marijuana seems to be
the drug of choice for many college students
living away from home as well as commuter,
but it also serves as a gateway for other
drugs..
Pam Gordon, a licensed social worker
for Hackensack Medical Center’s Behav
ioral Health Services, counsels adolescents
and adults with clinically diagnosed depen
dencies and drug addictions.
“We treat adults and adolescents who use

drugs and alcohol in conjunction with other
drugs,” Gordon said. “We see marijuana
and alcohol more prevalent in adolescents
because it’s cheap and easy to, get. This is
the start-off point which leads to other
things, but of course we have some people
here that are doing harder drugs.”
Krising Colon, a senior at the College
of New Jersey, said marijuana use is high at
her college.
“I’ve smoked pot a couple of times and
I know that a lot of students on campus walk
to the woods adjacent to the dorms to get
high,” Colon said. “It’s very common at
fraternity parties and we usually do it up
stairs in someone’s room or outside. If
somebody is burning incense, you know
they are getting high.”
John Newhouse, a graphic dpsign gradu
ate from Rowan University, served as a resi
dent assistant from 1995-97, and witnessed
a drug problem on campus first hand.
“People would smoke week in their
dorms all the time,” Newhouse said. “The
use was so widespread that the university
passed a policy that if a student was caught,
he or she would receive automatic expul
sion for the semester. As RA, I was pretty
lenient because everyone was doing it.”

Nicole Pondurat, a visiting student at
MSU from Boston University, agreed that
drugs were a part of everyday use on cam
pus.
“I saw pot on a daily basis, sometime
even hourly,” Pondura said. “The people on
my floor would use a Scott paper towel roll
to smoke into while covering the other side
with a laundry sheet that was rubber banded
tightly to serve as a filter.”
“It amazes me that no one ever got
caught with all the smoke that filled the air.
But then again, the room smelled like
Snuggle or like someone had just done the
laundry,” she said.
“Cocaine use was big at BU too. I knew
two guys on my floor who did coke and
extasy regularly, and at the end of the night
there was an orgy in their room with the girls
and guys from the floor.”
The drug problem affects students who
commute as well as those who go away.
Eric Schulman, 22-year-old, graphic
design major at Bergen Community College,
said he regularly sees drugs at school.
“This kid in my Color Theory class
would bump on “K” [known as Special K,
SEE DRUGS ON THE NEXT PAGE
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MARIJUANA
committee which consists of administration,
students, and faculty.”
a popular club drug] during our spring
Associate Director of Residence Life
break,” Schulman said. “We’d go out to Connie Spencer is the first line of defense
smoke butts in the parking lot and then when against students who have been caught with
we were sitting in class, I’d ask him how he a CDS.
was feeling because he always got so mel
“We have the authority to remove stu
low.”
dents from their residency,” Spencer said.
“If I were to do drugs at school, I would “We had two students removed from hous
trip before class,” he said. “Simply because ing for possession compared to nine last
it would help me stay up and it expands your year.”
mind.”
Spencer reported that there is no pattern
In a drug survey by The Montclarion to to who gets removed. Age, sex, and
112 random students at MSU in December, ethnicity does not play a role in which stu
58 percent of the students admitted to smok dents are caught using drugs.
ing marijuana, with the majority being fe
“The quantity a student is caught with
male. Of the 58 percent who had smoked will decide if the student comes to me or
marijuana, 27 percent reported that they had faces the Dean of Students. If at any time
gone to class high.
there is possession of a CDS, campus po
Many of the students had tried a mul lice is involved and the student’s room is
tiple assortment of drugs beside marijuana. documented and he or she is arrested,” Spen
Of the 65 people who admitted to using cer said.
marijuana, 34 percent have tried magic
“A person cannot enter any resident fa
mushrooms, 24 percent have tried cocaine, cility, including Clove Road when charged
27 percent have done LSD and Extasy, and and arrested with a CDS,” Spencer said.
17 percent have done Special K.
“The majority of the violations are mari
Extasy is a pill taken orally and takes juana. You must remember that cocaine
half an hour to take effect and can last up to doesn’t smell, ‘shrooms don’t smell,” she
six hours. The psychedelic drug goes for said.
$25 -$30 on the street and has been labeled
These all figure into the difficulty of
the “touching drug” because of its aphrodi catching drug users on campus.
siac quality.
Rosado explained the procedure campus
Special K, or K, comes in a powder form police use on suspicion.
and is any animal tranquilizer that can be
“When we receive a call of a suspicious
either sniffed or smoked.
odor or the smell of weed, we will go to the
A student may face two penalties if dorm and do a knock and enter. If we see
caught with a controlled substance. Crimi marijuana in plain view, everyone in the
nal prosecution brought by campus police room gets arrested, unless one individual
and the appropriate punishment as seen fit stands up and admits to the substance,”
by the administration.
Rosado said.
“Depending on the section of the cam
Drugs are present on all campuses
pus where the CDS was made, the munici throughout the United States, and cases con
pality will hear that case in their court. So tinue to grow with more incidents left unre
if an arrest for marijuana was made in ported and undetected by universities’ ad
Blanton Hall, then criminal charges would ministrations, and police.
be brought to a Little Falls courtroom,”
Campus Police reported 10 drug abuse
Rosado said.
violations on campus for 1997 compared to
“People at Residence Life have the the 19 cases the previous year, but the num
power to suspend students who have vio bers may not reflect the number of cases go
lated the drug policy,” Harris said. “The ing unreported.
Dean of Students is also contacted and ad
MSU has suspended and expelled stu
ministration becomes involved.”
dents over the years, but the numbers do not
“Students who admit guilt face the pos reflect the actual, admitted drug usage.
sibility of being thrown out,” Harris said.
“If they feel the penalty is too harsh, they
This piece was produced as an assignment in
Ron Hollander's Feature Writing class.
can appeal it in front of the judicial review
CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

...all thrown out
with the help
of frids Hire me.
Ana, age i6
Everybody loves to trash teenagers, right?
Maybe they don't realize th a t we do care. That we can make
a difference. Get involved in Crime Prevention. Clean up parks
Teach younger kids. Start a school or neighborhood watch.
And help make your community safer and better for everyone.
Together, we can prove them wrong by doing somet hing right.
C a ll T o ll F r e tP

800 722 TEENS
w w w .w e p r e v e n t.o r g

|ow well you do in school is up to you. But when
class is out you can score the highest marks in the job
market with UPS.
Here, you’ll find part time opportunities with a full
range of advantages. Like a better than average wage.
Shift flexibility. W eekends off. And the type o f benefits
that are usually reserved for full-time positions including
tuition reimbursement and paid vacations and holidays.
If y o u ’re ready to make the m o st o f your time, m ake
the move to UPS.

We Can’t Promise You’ll Be A Better Student,

JUST BETTER PAID.
PRE-LOAD S H IR

TWILIGHT S H IR

Begins at 4:00am

Begins at 5:00pm

DAY S H IR

MIDNIGHT S H IR

Begins at 10:00am

Begins at 11:00pm

1-888-WORK-UPS

• Tuition reim bursem ent
fo r selected shifts

• Weekends o ff
• Paid vacations and holidays

• Excellent wages

• Medical and dental coverage

• 3 .5 - 5 hours a day

• Vision & prescription plan

ups United Parcel Service
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Cam pus Perspective

The Heat of the Moment
By Jason Timochko
Staff Photographer

In a recent workshop held in the ce into a garbage can filled with some
ramics studio at MSU, students from sort of combustable (in this case tom
Watchung Hills Regional High School newspaper). After immediate com
in Warren, NJ, learned about arid partici bustion, a lid extinguishes the flame,
pated in the exciting ceramic firing pro but due to the extreme heat in the pots,
oxygen is
cess called Raku.
pulled
Pictured above and
from the
below technical as
PHOTOGRAPHS BY
m olecular
sistants
Jason
DAN DESILVA AND
structures
Timochko shows
JASON TIM OCHKO
of the glaze
off
his
and
is
p y ro te c h n ic a l
knowledge while teaching these students burnt. The results are wonderful, lus
nuts and bolts of the process.
trous colors that cannot be duplicated.
In the Raku process, hot pottery Classes are held in this during regular
(2000 degrees F) is pulled out of a kiln and summer session classes for those
using heat protective gear and is placed who enjoy a little adrenalyne rush.
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GIRLS:
FREE
ADMISSION

a
- **41T w m

Or

WEDNESDAYS

THURSDAY, APRIL 29

50* DRAFTS
s2°° SOI
*2°° JAGER

11 PM START

The Wretched Ones •
Hudson Falcons
FRIDAY, APRIL 30

11 PM START

I.D.K.
THURSDAY, MAY 6

11 PM START

The Ugly Truth
Toast • Mighty Purple
FRIDAY, MAY 7

Congratulations to the
Class of 1999!
*

from

North Jersey

111 PM START

Plug Spark Sarjay
Soul Vine
EVERY WEDNESDAY

•

G IR L S '

Federal Credit Union
Now the time has come to pack
away your books and stop giving
teachers dirty looks... It’s also
time to start preparing for your
financial futrue at North Jersey FCU.

•

T R E E A D M IS S IO N

50 cent Drafts, s2.00 Sol, £2.°° Jager
SUPERSONIC SOUND! SUBTERRANEAN GROOVES!
•

EVERY THURSDAY •

We have Products and Services that help you save money

LIVE

Share (Saving) Accounts
Great rate Share Savings Account
Holiday/Vacation Clubs
Term Share Certificates (CD's)

8 S2.00IMPORT PINTS

•

F R I D A Y S & SA T U R D A Y S

•

Miscellaneous
•

$1.00 Bar Drinks & Coors Drafts Till 11:00 pm
DJ Spins the Smart Dance Mix
O P E N W E D N E S D A Y - S A T U R D A Y T IL L 3 AM

“Only 10 Minutes From School!”
Directions from campus: Rt. 3 East to Passaic Ave.
Nutley/Passaic exit, go right off ramp, go three traffic lights &
make a left, (Van Houten Ave.) Go to first traffic light, make a
right onto Broadway. Loop in on right.

3P3 BROADWAY PASSAfC PARK. /i/J 9P3-36S-080P

Free Low rate Credit Cards*
MAC ATM Card
New car buying services
Disney Discount Card
18 to 29 club

Share Draft (Checking) Accounts
Free checking
Free Overdraft Protection
Checking Plus
• Basic Checking
Loans
Secured & Unsecured
Student Loans
New & Used Car Loans
24-Hour Loan By Phone

non-use fee

As a student or employee, here at Montclair State University, you andyour Family are eligible
for the benefits and services of North Jersey Federal Union. If you are interested in taking
advantage of this service call the Credit Union at 973-785-9200, just ask for Jackie Sturm @x.
382 to get more details on how to become a member and take advantage of our valuable services.

Visit our web site at: www.njfcu.org
or E-mail us at info@njfcu.org
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From jello eating to guys in skirts, Greeks top off year
By Carolyn Velchik
Feature Editor

emember when winning
was as simple as hitting
a lucky number eight on
the spinning wheel? Nowadays
you have to eat a whole pound
cake or drown your face in
whipped cream. At least that is
how you are a winner during
Greek Week.
The theme for this year’s
Greek Week is “Let the games
begin." The event runs from
April 21-29. In order to partici
pate, all organizations must be
affiliated under Greek Council
and chartered by the Student
Government.
Greek Week annually
takes the course of four
days, however this year cov
ers six days. Sports Illus
trated combined with Greek
Week because the two were
both booked on the same days.
Overall, this worked out
with events like basketball
shoot-out, hockey slap shot,
football toss and bungee race
being added to the list of events.
“It expanded what would
normally just be Greek Week
into what was a campus wide
event. It probably was very good
P.R. for the campus as a whole
and the greek organizations in
volved,” stated John Griffin,
SGA Vice President.
Another event added to the
program this year was
Readathon, a mandatory philan
thropy for all participating orga
nizations.
Each group had to take a half
an hour and read to the children
in the Child Care Center.
Whoever pledged the most
money gained extra points for
the competition. All the money
collected will be donated to
the Child Care Center.
A major night event for
the week was the Talent
Show. Twelve organizations
participated in this event,
trying to place in order to
add points to their overall
totals.
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity
decked out in skirts and lipstick,
performed their own rendition of
Brittany Spear’s hit tune “Baby,
one more time.”
Sleakly dressed in all
black attire, Theta Kappa
Chi sorority danced to Janet
Jackson’s “Rythym Nation.”
Guys dressed in uniform
while body slam ming
eachother was the approach
Phi Alpha Psi, Senate, took
this year. They started with a
short skit and then went into
full out wrestling.
When a tree walked out onto
the stage, no one knew what to
expect. Then Theta Xi fraternity
brought out a mixture of the Lion
King and “Ice, Ice Baby.”
Halfway through, only to
shock the audience again, Ed
ward Flannery, a brother of the

R

fraternity, grabbed the micro
phone and called everyone to at
tention. He proceeded to an
n o u n c e to everyone his six
month anniversary with his girl
friend Jamie Ruffilo. As he
called her tearing face out of the
audience, out came a diamond
ring and soon Ed was on his
knee proposing marriage. A cry
ing Ruffilo gave him an imme
diate hug and off the stage they
walked arm in arm.
An eighties version of the
show Pop Up Video was the per
formance theme of Phi Sigma
Sigma sorority. Performers in
cluded Michael Jackson, Milli Vanilli and
New Kids On The Block.
Alpha Iota Chi soror
ity shared their sorority
song “Girls Just Wanna
Have Fun” with the rest of
Greek Life. They added in
pieces of the lyrics like a fa
ther and mother figure and at
the end all came together to
dance and have fun.
Delta Xi Delta sorority
performed their a rendition of
“Everybody’s Free,” Montclair
State style. Including phrases
about parking and beer, they
created much laughter through
out the crowd.
Girls in red boxing gloves and
Everlast tee shirts adorned the
stage when Sigma Delta Tau so
rority performed. They kicked and
boxed to a dance mix including
“Momma’s gonna knock you out.”
Remember Footloose? Delta
Phi Epsilon sorority danced and
smiled away to the tunes from
this classic movie.
Delta Chi fraternity tapped
their feet as they became the
main performers from Lord of
the Dance. In an effort to make
the crowd laugh, one member
dressed up like a fairy and pre
tended to play a whistle.
Sigma Delta Phi sorority
invited all viewers to watch
the circus. Decked out in lav
ish costumes, they danced
and passed out popcorn and
balloons. Performers in
cluded the Siamese twins
and a baton twirler.
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority
reinacted the popular sequel Grease 2. They
danced and dressed up as the charcters from
that time period.
The audience was
filled with smiles all night,
until the end when some
members of Delta Chi fra
ternity and Sigma Delta Phi
sorority walked across the
stage and then out the door
before hearing the first place
winner in the fraternity com
petition.
The winners: For the so
rorities, Theta Kappa Chi took
first, followed by Sigma Delta
Tau and Delta Phi Epsilon. For
the fraternities, Theta Xi took
first, followed by Delta Chi and
Pi Kappa Alpha.
It was a memorable night for
all who attended of participated in
the event.

ALL PHOTOGRAPHS BY:
JENN WINSKI/ MONTCLARION
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Earth Day is more
than just recycling
By Lisa Gribbin
Assistant Feature Editor

he campus community participated
in Earth Week 1999 by sponsoring
different activities and seminars to
promote awareness of the environment.
Events included a hike at Bear Mountain, a
picnic at Van Saun Park and Bergen County
Zoo, a cleanup day at the Passaic River and
an earth week presentation of the bands Pos
sible Side Effects and SEEDENSOL in the
Ratt.
On Earth Day, April 22, MSU promoted
the awareness event by providing various
lectures and activities to educate the com
munity on environmental issues. Many af
filiates from different organizations and ven
dors set up shop in the Student Center Ball
rooms from 10-3 p.m. to hand out pam
phlets, discuss petitions and sell their mer
chandise.
The Conservation Club handed out
branches that students could plant at home.
Their “Adopt-a-Tree” display also included
instructions for taking care of the white pine
trees once they were planted.
Richard Leonard, former mayor of Roseland and current entrapaneur, displayed his
invention of metal phone cards. The silver
cards display different images such as tigers,
bears, lighthouses and different city logos.
He also said that the cards could be easily
attached to a key chain, and are even re
chargeable. To find out further information
about the phone cards, you can contact the
company on-line at www.zekeonline.com.
When asked about how he thought of

T

such an inventive idea,
he replied, “I was
looking for an idea
that would be unique,
collectible and a ben
efit to the environ
ment.”
A representative
from a local organiza
tion that helps feed the
homeless by fostering
s o c io - e c o l o g ic a l
awareness and encour
aging the involvement
of volunteers. Dan
Barletta, one of the
founders of One Light
Planet Ltd., discussed Signs like this one located at Mallory Hall dotted MSU's campus this week.
how he and a friend
“38% of the U.S. land mass is used to philosophical views that surround the value
started the nonprofit organization in 1997.
of plants and animals in our society and the
He stated that they had a goal to operate a raise animals for food. One acre of prime
importance of preserving the environment
farm in which they could grow healthy food land could be used to grow 4,000 lbs. of
for
future generations.
and donate it to food pantries, soup kitch potatoes, but 250 lbs. of beef is being pro
In her presentation, she commented that:
duced instead,” he said.
ens and homeless shelters.
“if
we
take care of the land for our descen
McLean also commented that “we could
The key to the organization, according
dants,
we
have an environmental ethic that
to Barletta, is recruiting volunteers that want feed the world three times over if we used
is
right
at
the heart of the family values
to help others in need. If you would like the land for what it was meant for.”
land.”
A lecture was presented in Dickson Hall
more information about the organization,
Denis Hayes, the 54-year-old environ
room 430 at 3 p.m. to discuss environmen
you can call (973) 983-6926 to help out.
mentalist
who began the first Earth Day in
Representative Jeanne Sylvester from tal ethics. The seminar, sponsored by the
197,0
stated
in the April issue of Time
the NJ Animal Rights Alliance handed out Philosophy and Religion Symposium, fea
magazine
that
“Earth Day is for the envi
pamphlets regarding animal testing and pe tured guest speaker Dr. Nancy McCagney
ronment
what
Martin
Luther King Day is
titioned to help save the black bears that are from the U niversity o f D elaw are.
for
civil
rights.”
being hunted in New Jersey. Mike Nfc Lean, McCagney, a professor of both philosophy
MSU successfully fulfilled their part by
a member from “Speak Out,” an organiza and marine studies, and author of “People
proving
that the campus community is con
tion started by students from Don Bosco and Place: Religion, Population, and the En
cerned
with
educating the young about the
Tech, discussed the animal rights movement vironment,” spoke about the topic of cross
issue
of
environmental
awareness.
cultural environmental ethics, the different
and the benefits of vegetarianism.
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How to get accounting experience
without having accounting experience.

Let's face it, employers want to see experience on resumes. But how do you
get it if you haven't got it? Call Acsys. We're one of the nation's leading and
most helpful financial staffing companies. And we currently have hundreds of
clients in the Philadelphia area who have asked us to fill summer internship
and co-op positions. Finance. Accounting. We can help you find the position
that best suits your skills and meets your goals. And, we'll give you valuable,
career-advancing guidance to go along with it. All without a fee. Check out
our website at www.acsysinc.com for positions available, or call
V877- ACSYSINC and speak to an Acsys consultant. An Equal Opportunity
Employer, M/F/D/V.
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Dr. M elinda O ’Brien: Giving direction to Residence Life
By Justin Vellucci
Opinion Page Editor

anuary 4th, Dr. Melinda O ’Brien’s first
day as Director of Residence Life, was
no walk in the park. O ’Brien was
quickly welcomed by what many have char
acterized as MSU’s chronic facilities prob
lems, working with others in the Office of
Residence Life to begin repairs to Freeman
Hall after a pipe burst, causing damage to
five floors, several student lounges, and
eighteen resident rooms, on January 1.
Within the Residence Life community,
O’Brien quickly became known as an af
fective leader, replacing hallway carpeting,
lounge and common area furniture, curtains
in water-damaged rooms, and keeping an
open ear to student issues. But, what’s next?
Two weeks before students vacate the
residence halls for summer recess, they will
receive a survey from the Office of Resi
dence Life that O ’Brien and her assistants
have been working on for the past few
months.
The survey was drafted because, accord
ing to O ’Brien, “We need to take a compre
hensive look at our program and look at it
from some different perspectives in terms
of national research and in terms of student
satisfaction concerning their living environ
ment.”
The five principle indicators that Resi
dence Life will be using to gauge student
survey responses are: interpersonal aspects,
dining services, room/facilities satisfaction,
safety and security, and issues specific to
MSU.
O’Brien stated that facilities issues,
while not big indicators on the national level,
are very significant at MSU. In the next
year, she hopes to work closely with the
Office of the Physical Plant to ensure that
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student complaints regarding the proper
maintenance of the residence halls are ad
dressed.
The Residence Life survey will contain
personal questions used to gauge responses
on individual levels also.
O ’Brien hopes that questions regarding
a student’s on-campus activity and sexual
identity will help Residence Life address the
needs of all residents at MSU.
“Successfully addressing [MSU’s] di
versity needs doesn’t mean we just have a
whole bunch of people who look different
living with each other,” said O ’Brien.
“There’s a dialogue.”
In addition to creating this dialogue and
looking at student issues and standards on
an individual and campus levef, O ’Brien
hopes to encourage incoming freshman to
become more involved in campus life.
In Fall 1999, Residence Life will be al
lotting three floors in Bohn Hall, floors ten
through twelve, for the new STARS pro
gram. The program, an acronym for Stu
dents Transitioning toward Academic and
Residential Success, was first initiated at the
University of South Carolina and aims to
extend the Freshman Experience orientation
program by forming communities of fresh
man. It proposes that students, living in the
same section of Bohn Hall, will take clus
ters of classes together and will be encour
aged to interact socially and academically.
“The university’s focus on student lead
ership development drew me to the univer
sity,” said O’Brien. She hopes that the be
ginning of the STARS program will be an
other step in Residence Life encouraging
students to get involved from the start.
Changes are also in order for student
who will be returning in the next years.
Residence Life is working with the Physi
cal Plant to create an upgraded heating sys

GRADUATES OF THE
CLASS OF ‘99
their fa m ily & friends are
invited to the

NEWMAN CATHOLIC
CENTER’S
annual

BLESSING OF
GRADUATES
MAY 9
• 11:00 am M ass Kops
Lounge, Russ Hall
• 6:30 pm M ass N ew m an
C atholic C enter

Director of Residence Life, Dr. Melindo O’Brien talks about what she has in store for
students living on-campus next semester.
tem in Freeman, Stone, and Webster Halls.
Through the survey, Residence Life also
hopes to get student feedback on dining ser
vice satisfaction and safety and security is
sues.
In O ’Brien’s words, all of these changes
will be beneficial to residents at MSU be
cause “when you’re happy with where you

live, you’re happy with your academic ex
perience.”
Surveys will be distributed in the com
ing weeks and students will fill them out as
part of the sign-out process for summer re
cess. Any questions can be directed to
Melinda O ’Brien and the Office of Resi
dence Life at 655-5252.

Fraternity services campus
with facts about Black history
By Wilel Fanfan
Special to The Montclarion

he Brothers of Groove Phi Groove
Social Fellowship Inc.- Red Hawk
Chapter, would like to inform the
campus community of the answers to the
GrooveFacts. This is a creative intellectual
community service that Groove Phi Groove
sponsors every semester.
The purpose of this service is to provide
the MSU community with information
about Black history that one might not nor
mally hear about. This means that there are
be no GrooveFacts based on the lives of
Malcom X or Dr. Martin Luther King since
there arc easily found facts about them.
The normal format of these GrooveFacts
is simple: a new question is posted every
Sunday and its answer is up by Thursday.
We hope that these questions motivated you
to think and become aware that Black His
tory is not just a month, but an event that
happens year round.

T

#1 What is Junetennth?: Juneteenth,
celebrated on June 19, is the name given to
emancipation day by African-Americans in
Texas. On that day in 1865, Union General
Gordon Granger read General Order #3 to
the people of Galveston. General Order #3
said, "The people of Texas are informed that,
in accordance with a proclamation from the
Executive of the United States, all slaves
are free. This involves an absolute equal
ity of personal rights and rights of property
between former masters and slaves and the
connection heretofore existing between
them becomes that between employer and
hired labor. The freedmen are advised to
remain quietly at their present homes and
work for wages. They are informed that they
will not be allowed to collect at military

posts and that they will not be supported in
idleness either there or elsewhere.”
#2 What was important about the life
of Ida Wells?: Ida Wells was a prominent
anti-lynching leader, suffragist, journalist
and speaker. After the 1892 lynching of three
of her friends, she was diligent in her anti
lynching crusade, writing Southern Horrors:
Lynch Law in All Its Phases. She also had a
say in the foundation of Women suffrage.
#3 Who was August Martin?: In 1955
he was hired by Seaboard World Airlines as
the first black captain of a U.S. scheduled
airplane. Between 1955 and 1968, Captain
Martin flew the DC-3, DC-4, Lockheed
Constellation and Canadair CL-44 for Sea
board World Airlines.
#4 What are some accomplishments
of African Americans done during the
week of April 25 to M ayl?
April 26: Maryann Bishop Coffey is
named the first woman and the first African
American co-chair of the National Confer
ence of Christians and Jews, 1991
April 27: Maggie L. Walker is named
president of Richmond’s St. Luke Penny
Bank and Trust Company and becomes the
first African American woman to head a
bank, 1903
April 28: Samuel L. Gravely becomes
first Black admiral in the US Navy, 1962
April 29: Harold Washington sworn in
as the first Black mayor of Chicago, 1983
April 30: Robert C. Maynard becomes
the first African American to gain a control
ling interest in a major newspaper when he
buys the Oakland Tribune from Gannett,
1983.
May 1: A. Philip Randolph issues a call
for 100,000 African Americans to march on
Washington, D.C., to protest armed forces
and defense industry discrimination, 1941.
The Brothers would like to wish all
"Good Luck” on your finals!!!
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Sports Illustrated proves they are more than just swimsuits
By Lisa Gribbin

__________________

Assistant Feature Editor

n MSU student would’ve thought
it was just another ordinary day on
campus, but as they headed towards
the Student Center to grab a snack or a cup
of coffee, something appeared to be differ
ent. There were tents scattered across the
lawn, and fun activities everywhere and,
wait a minute; was that a sumo wrestler?
The Sports Ilustrated Campus Fest was
held outside of the Student Center on
Wednesday April 21 st and Thursday April
22 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Billed as the
“nation’s largest college touring event,” it
supplied a variety of vendors handing out
free samples of their products and contests
in which participants could win anything
from a day at a spa to a spring break vaca
tion.
The fest also featured different sports
and events that the students could try their
luck or skill at. Sumo wrestling, mountain
climbing, jousting and “bungee brawling”
were just a few of the fun activities a stu
dent could try out while on their way to class
or on their lunch break.
The sumo wrestling event, where stu
dents wear a costume remarkably similar to
that of an actual sumo wrestler and charge
the other to knock them down, proved to be
a popular attraction.
Dawn Stevenson, an undergraduate stu
dent who attended the day’s festivities, tried
her luck at sumo wrestling and said that “it
was great. My roommate and I had a blast
trying it out.”
Mike Finnerty, a sophomore at MSU,
stated that he too, had a great time trying
out the sumo wrestling. “You go in there in Christine Farrell of Delta Xi Delta demonstrates that it’s not as easy as it looks.
a big, fat, padded suit and wear this helmet...
You jump around and try to knock each other
over. It’s hard to get up, but it was tons of ing. The vendors handed out free samples Sports Illustrated and brought to the cam
of products such as Pantene and posters of pus by the MSU Student Government and
fun.”
While the day held plenty o f games and the covers of various Rolling Stone issues. produced by Cranbury-based MarketSource
fun events, it also provided the students of There were also displays featuring aroma Corporation. O ther sponsors included
MSU with career opportunity information therapy, massages, and how to crack a safe. Pantene, Citibank, Chevrolet, Vivarin, 7UP,
The two day festival was sponsored by 1-800-COLLECT and Nintendo.
and facts about different products and test-
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Although the rainy weather didn’t seem
to cooperate with Sports Ulustrated’s Cam
pus Fest, the day proved to be a fun distrac
tion to students who would rather climb a
mountain or be a sumo wrestler for a day
than to sit in class.
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T i e Institute for Reproductive
Medicine and Science of Saint
Barnabas Medical Center is seeking
egg donors.
There are many infertile couples
whose only dream is to have a family.
That’s why we're reaching out to you—
women of all ethnic backgrounds,
between the ages of 21 and 32, who
are willing to donate eggs. You will be
carefully screened both medically and
psychologically to ensure your optimum
health. Our donation program adheres
to the highest ethical standards, and
your participation will be confidential.

After you have completed an egg
donor cycle, you will be compensated
$5,000 To qualify, you must have med
ical insurance and be able to provide
your own transportation to and from
the hospital.
Residents of New York can have
screening and daily monitoring tests
performed locally by a physician practice
which is associated with the Institute.

For more information
on being an egg donor,
please call 1 (800) 824-3123.

We’re right here when you need us.

■ ■ SAINT BARNABAS
■ ■ MEDICAL CENTER
An affiliate o f the Saint Barnabas Health Care System
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Skaters defied gravity and captivated the crowd that gathered in front of the Student
_ _ _ J £ n te r this week.
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Some of New Jersey’s
Most Beautiful People Have
Been In Our Beds.
8 Different
Machine
Types to
Choose!
(2,800 Watts
to 18,000
Watts)

Free
Phones in
Each Room
for Local
Calls!

Solar Class has imported the sunboard, a completely new tanning concept
which has solved the problem of claustrophobia in tanning. It offers over
17,000 watts of pure tanning power (standard beds are 2,400 watts) Deliv
ered in a non-claustrophobic tanning environment with no moving parts.
Quite simply it is high intensity (less than 1% UV-B Rays) on both sides of
your body - which means faster, darker, longer, lasting color from a cool,
open envirornment with immediate results.
Session Length: 10 - 20 minutes

Cost: $1.25/m inute

569 Pompton Avenue
Cedar Grove, NJ 07009
Tel. (973) 239-9700
Fax. (973) 239-5404

SOLAR CLASS
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Si .00/m lnute on M onday’s

NEW M EM BER S P E C IA L

SAVE 50%
2 Sessions $6.00
Reg $12.00
NEW MEMBERS ONLY - ONE PER PERSON
Triple face, super bed or 60 lamp VHR Suncapsule only
Up-Grades Available
expires - 6/30/99

T h e m o n t c l a r io n

A r ts & e n t e r t a in m e n t
Simple items become outstanding beauty in Gallery One

Voi. 78 No. 29
___________April 29,1999

Victoria Tengelics______________________
Staff Writer

ometimes even the simplest piece can
have striking beauty.
Fabio
Fernandez has captured this pure
beauty in his recent exhibit “Consumed by
Simplicity,” which is showing in Gallery One.
His sculptures are "minimal objects inspired
by architectural forms such as cityscapes,
with their strong vertical lines and imposing
volumes.”
Fabio will be graduating from MSU in
May with a Masters of Arts. It was not until
he was in his senior year as a business major
at Seton Hall that he became interested in art.
“I took a sculpture class as a free elective and
it was great. We were actually making things
with clay. I would go from my morning
sculpture class to finance or accounting or
whatever and I would think, what the hell am
I doing in here? You know I really love mak
ing things, living in a visual world.”
Being so close to graduation, he decided
to stay in business but after a working in a
position in human resource management he
realized that was not the place for him. So
he moved to the southwest, did some teach
ing and volunteer programs, and decided that
he wanted to study art more in depth.
While some find passion in their message
they convey, Fabio explained, “What excites
me about my art is making it...I appreciate it.
What I like about art in general is that it could
be so diverse and it just amazes me how dif
ferent people arc and how many peopje could
think about so many different things. You
go to a gallery now and there’s something
that you would never think of making and
some interest you more than others. It’s great
that we have that other way of expressing in
the visual world . There’s writing, there’s
speaking, there’s art.” Fabio is interested in

S

the formal aspects of
art, “like lines, color,
the size of a piece, ba
sically how the piece
looks... and just
simple forms.”
G row ing up in
Newark has had an
influence on his
choice of art as well
as his father who is a
carpenter.
“I think growing
up there was an ap
preciation for making
things and the crafts
manship of making
things.”
The Work of
Constantin Brancusi,
Richard Serra and
David Smith have in
fluenced him also. In
his artist statement,
he describes their in
fluence, “I look to
Constantin Brancusi.
His working methods
prescribed a tremendous investment of
physical energy...I admire David Smith’s
physicality and his intuitive sense for ma
terials.. The materials and scale of Rich
ard Serra’s work has helped me to think
about my sculpture, how it is made and
more importantly where it is going.”
This is not Fabio’s first exhibit at MSU.
He has also been a part of a few groups of
shows at the college. The most recent was
in December, 1998 entitled “In Our Spare
Time...” He has also shown his work at
St. Jo h n ’s G allery in Newark and
Artbuilder’s Galley in Jersey City. He cur
rently works as a Graduate Technical/

Teaching Assistant at MSU and recently
helped organize an Art Swap on campus.
Fabio is planning to explore the field of
architecture further and will be going to Los
Angeles after graduation for a five week
program geared toward people.contemplating making a career change into architec
ture. From there he will decide whether to
pursue a Masters of Architecture or a Mas
ters of Fine Arts. Fabio said, “I’ve decided
that the three things that are important to
me, more or less in this order, are making
things, helping people and teaching. So I
really want to find something where I can
do that.”

The titles for his pieces are interesting.
“The Slanted Kiss” which is positioned in
the beginning of the room is a reference to
Brancusi’s sculpture of two people kissing,
is two slightly slanted blocks of metal just
barely touching. A broken marble table
stands off to one side and is titled “Unbro
ken.” Many of them are titled from exactly
what they are such as “331bs Prop” which
is simply two jagged blocks one on top of
the other, the top one weighs 33 pounds.
Fabio’s work has an aesthetic charm
which would enrich any room. “Consumed
by Simplicity” will be showing in Gallery
One until April 30.

Designer’s dream come true In the public eye: Laura Lifshitz
By Tiffany Klabin
Staff Writer

Cynthia Rowley has arrived. She outfits
the likes- o f Julia Roberts and N atasha
Richardson, and her creations are sold in over
25 Cynthia Rowley stores and in-store bou
tiques. I managed to grab five minutes of
her time to find out how this Illinois native
became one of New York’s best designers.
“I wanted to be an astronaut when I was
younger”, asserts Rowley who designed her
first dress at the ripe old age of seven, “at the
time, I did not think of it as fashion”.
Rowley’s designs are uniquely her own and
the fashion world takes note. Rowley was
the recipient of the New Fashion Talent
Award in 1995, the Michaelangelo Shoe
Award in 1996, and the 5th Annual Michael
Award’s Women’s Wear.Designer of the Year
in 1997. Having all of this under her belt,
and an entire career ahead of her, Cynthia
remains grounded. Her office does not use
voice mail, always return calls, and refuses
to become a corporate machine.
When asked where her design ideas come
from, Rowley attributes her timeless sense
of fashion to “a mix of people, places and
things”. Her designs include both a women’s
collection, which includes everything from
T-shirts and funky-printed slacks to haute
couture; and a m en’s collection, Rowley
Men’s Wear, which she launched in the fall
of 1998. “I like to think that wc are all the
same and try not to think of men and women
separately”, she explains. Rowley Men’s
Wear is a mix of casual street clothing and
more conservative, elegant attire - think John
F. Kennedy, Jr. meets Perry Farrell. Rowley
shows her market that her designs are wear
able ones, fitting more than the perfectly
toned bodies of models and more versatile
than the avant-garde creations we so often
see in fashion magazines.
Generally, most of the designs hanging
on the racks at Rowley’s SoHo boutique are

Kristen Anderson
pieces that can be worn for years without
looking outdated. Her use of color and cut,
along with exquisite fabric is what makes
Cynthia Rowley clothing a must.
Rowley pairs her clothing collection
with an expanding line of accessories. In
Style magazine (Sept 98) featured the re-,
emergence of charm bracelets in their
“jewel box” section and pictured Rowley’s
sterling silver charm bracelet, complete
with faux-pearls and Victorian-like charms,
as a prim e choice. Additionally, the
designer’s passion for shoes and handbags
have a successful following; her Libertyprint bag was included in Vogue
magazine’s spread introducing “the best
bags this side of Paris and Portobello”
(Vogue Feb. 98). And don’t forget the
shades.. . Rowley hasn’t. Her blue frames,
a seemingly vintage pair, goes for a mere
$48. All dressed and ready?
Before opening her Wooster Street bou
tique and booming onto the fashion scene,
she was a girl from Illinois with a dream.
She arrived in New York City in 1983 and
entered the fashion industry, one of the
most competitive markets, with a bright
outlook. “I try to see the good in every
thing,” she explains, “I try to think of ev
ery possibility and know that everything
will be okay.” It was more than just okay,
and today her designs are sold in major
cities spanning the globe from New York
to Tokyo. Rowley’s designs paired with
her winning personality have earned her
fashion features on MTV, CNN Style, and
Enteijainment Tonight, just to name a few.
She frequently visits the Rosie O ’Donnell
show, and has made appearances on Late
Show with David Letterman, Good Morn
ing America, and Oprah. Any tips for the
future graduates from Montclair State Uni
versity? “Just do it!” she advises, “Dive
into whatever you are interested in and al
ways follow your dreams.”

Staff Writer

aura Lifshitz, a MSU junior psychol
ogy major captured the nation's at
tention as her zany attitude excelled
her to a finalist position in the MTV
Wannabe a VJ competition.
In the following interview, Laura tells
how she feels about how her life has
changed since she finished 3rd out of 6,000
contestants and more:

L

MONTCLARION: Basically, first just
explain to me what you thought about the
entire experience and competition.
LAURA: I mean I’m so young, but as
far as things go this is definitely the most
amazing thing that has ever happened to me
in my life. I think the competition itself was
nerve racking.
MONTCLARION: How do you feel the
competition on Saturday, (Apr. 17) went? I
noticed that during the trivia you buzzed in
first then Thalia, a co-VJ wannabe, claimed
her buzzer wasn’t working and she buzzed
first. You let her answer.
LAURA: ...They definitely weren’t pre
pared. It was the first time they had ever
used the buzzers... So they’re must have
been like a technical problem, which defi
nitely sucked. I definitely don’t think it was
fair. I think there was at least...four ques
tions I got jipped out of.
MONTCLARION: Do you think if you
weren’t jipped out o f those questions you
could have come in maybe second or even
first place?
LAURA: I don’t think second or first
place or third place matters because what
they would do anyway...is work with
you...(I’d) basically be doing the same stuff.
Maybe even less, maybe more^ than I am
now. We’re all on a thirty-day contract.
They can bring us in whenever they want.
MONTCLARION: What was your favor
ite part o f the live competition on April 17?
Excluding the street bio you had to prepare.
LAURA: (It) probably would have to be
Jim Bruer...or fashionably loud. Like that
was
totally
like
fashionably
proud...Sixpence for nothing was the band
that played (during the fashion portion of
it)...They use to be a Christian rock band.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 15
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Speaking with Laura
CONTINUED FROM P. 14

FINANCIAL SALES

A R E YO U L O O K IN G TO B U IL D A C A R E E R IN
TH E S E C U R IT IE S IN D U S T R Y ?

COLLEGE GRADS
We are looking for hard working, aggressive individuals
who are searching for a great opportunity to get into the
municipal bond industry.
We offer a comprehensive 14-month salaried training
program which w ill put you on the path to successl
To schedule an interview, call Catherine Capone

Nori, Hennion, Walsh Inc.
3799 Route 46, Parsippany, NJ 07054

1-800-836-8240

BI LLI ARDS
Open 7 Days
From 11am - 2am

1158 Main Ave
Clifton, NJ

Phone: 973-365-9856
Fax: 973-778-8781

$12.00 per hour rents you the table for 2, 3 or 4 players!
(1/2 price, $6.00 per hour for one player)
20% college ID discount all day every day
W ednesday night C-Class tournaments
Thursday night - Ladies Play Free!

Professional Tables • Snack Bar • Fun Friendly Atmosphere

FRF.F. B E V E R A G E W I T H T H I S AD!
Limit one per customer

North Jersey Canter Fo r
Reproductive
Endocrinology And
Fertility

EGG DONORS NEEDED!!!

The NORTH JERSEY CENTER M R REPRODUCTIVE
ENDOCRINOLOGY ANO FERTILITY CENTER IS
SEEKING EQG DONORS OF ALL ETHNIC
BACKGROUNDS. BETWEEN THE AGES OF 21-32

AS AN EGG 00NOR, YOU CAN HAKE A DIFFERENCE
AND HARE ONE COUPLE RECETJE A GIFT OF LIFE-A CHILD
THAT THEY DREAMED OF HAVING.

RESIDENTS OF NEW JERSEY ONLY. EACH CANDIDATE
NEEDS TO SEND A PICTURE WITH THEIR NAME ON IT
ADDRESS AND DAY TIME PHONE NUMBER.

after

m e donor has
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They called up and they’re like could you
please take out the part where (I freak) the
singer...for the repcats...and (MTV was) like,
uh...nope.
M ONTCLARION: The purpose o f
MTV's wannabe a VJ Too Search was for
them to find their next on air employee
through the use o f an open call giving any
ordinary person a chance they may not oth
erwise have. Since you got all the way to
the final round, you obviously had some TV
exposure. Is it a shock to you that now kids
come up to you and ask for your autograph?
Did you expect that to happen or did you
think you’d get recognized a couple places
but it would be no big deal?
LAURA: I knew that in NJ it would be
a big deal because I’m from NJ and I put
Howell’s name on the map. It’s never re
ally been anything big there...But I didn’t
think the whole thing (when I. was recog
nized] at Irving Plaza [would happen]. That
1 did not expect because it’s like NY but I
mean, like, all those kids knew me. But it
was really awesome.

people I talked to say you were awesome
but they felt you needed to tone it down
sometimes.
LAURA: But you sec, I think I did.
That’s the whole thing. [People needed] to
watch [all four days] of the [Wannabe a VJ
Too] com petition.
I w ouldn’t take
anybody’s opinion but the people who
watched it all the way through and people
who said, well we noticed after the first day
the next few days you had calm ed
down...and just a little more mellow. You’re
letting everyone see the other side of you.
Anybody can be polished and relaxed. I can
do that and I can be wild, so I think it works
in my favor.”

MONTCLARION: You have now had
experience in front o f the camera, as well
as radio experience both as a DJ through
90.3 WMSC (MSU's radio station) as well
as behind scenes at 103.5. And you have also
writing experience through the Montclarion
and the New Brunswick Underground. By
doing all o f this have you had a chance to
decide which area you’d rather work with?
LAURA: I’ve had a little experience in
each
and I like all. I could see myself writ
MONTCLARION: Imagine that you get
ing
for
TV type stuff or anything. But I re
a job at MTV, whether it be as a VJ or what
ally
think
that like...not to sound cocky or
have you, and it gets to the point where you
really can't go out in public without being anything...I really play well off the
harassed and maybe guys send you things camera...I think if I had the ability to look
like their underwear. How do you feel about well on camera and perform well on cam
era I shouldn’t give that up...I mean cause I
that? Do you think you could I handle it?
LAURA: I think I could handle it...I can still do radio and I can still write. I mean
think that some of the male implication I that was part of thing with MTV, they said
oh you can write, well
don’t really like...[It’s all]
—
t hat ’s cool. L e t’s see
something I have to learn
[some of your writing
to deal with...
“It sounds
sam ples]...If the [MTV
job] doesn’t work out I
MONTCLARION: Let's
corny, you
think I could meet people
just say you wanted to have
know: go for
and then start to do sing
time to yourself and really
ing and start to maybe
wanted to escape fo r a
your dreams.
work in a studio.”
while. Would you seek that
But
you
solitude or go out in public
MONTCLARION:
despite your feelin g s?
should!
What about that? What if
Would you go hide fo r a
you get a job on MTV?
while and take that break?
What would you do about
LAURA: I definitely
yo u r dream to be a
wouldn’t hide, because I’m -----------------singer?
the kind of person who
LAURA: “ ...Well look at Jesse [MTV’s
can’t stand to be alone too much but I think
that I’ll find myself spending more time first Wannabe a VJ winner] just by him be
alone then I ever use to, you know...because ing on TV that made him exposed. [The
record company] probably gave him a deal
I’m really going to appreciate it more...
because he was so exposed...now I ’m go
M ONTCLARION: What i f it fa lls ing to be around a whole bunch of music
type people so I think that will be good. And
through, have you thought o f that?
LAURA: Oh yeah, I think about that all I can have people work with me on my voice
the time of course. I’m nervous about it but and I’ll probably have money to do that.”
I’m going to be myself and if it falls through,
MONTCLARION: I f you get a job with
I m ean...there’s somebody who knows
somebody who knows somebody... at Com MTV or not have you decided what you're
edy Central. A lot of the jocks at 103.5 planning to do about college? Do you plan
(WKTU), this one guy he knows a lot of to leave in order to try your luck with agents
casting agents and directors. I can also work or do you hope to at least go part time?
LAURA: “I would probably try both. It
for (103.5). I have a videotape now...that I
have to send to (92.3) KROCK...[and to] dif would depend. I have the whole summer to
ferent radio stations...I’ll probably spend a really see what’s going to happen [with
day just getting addresses. Also, I’m get MTV or anyplace else]...Everything right
ting headshots done...so you know that’s now is going with the flow. There’s like
going to take a long time. And you know, nothing definite. It’s a little scary for me
just get an agent and look for stuff...It’s go because, you know, I like to know what’s
ing to take a lot of hard work. I’ll probably up. But I’m also excited [about the whole
do radio or something while I’m waiting for thing]...Though I’m not going to get to
this stuff to happen...I really don’t know stressed about the whole [MTV] thing.”
what’s going to happen.
MONTCLARION: Is there anything else
MONTCLARION: What if somebody, be you want to add before we end this?
it MTV. VHI, Comedy Central or wherever,
LAURA: “Just like that music and en
said you had to change your appearance. tertainment is like my passion and some
Excluding acting gigs, would you ever thing I’ve wanted to do forever, it’s just been
change anything about yourself to get a job a dream I just feel that to have gotten that
like a MTV VJ?
far it’s something to be proud of. And when
LAURA: Little tiny things that I’m not people tell me, oh I’m sorry you didn’t win.
attached to. I don’t think they’re gonna want It’s like don’t be sorry because right now
to change me too much because they already I’ve just been exposed more than some
know the publics reactions. They already people who’ll be trying to do this for the
know what they like...I don’t want to sacri rest of their life. And I tried it once and I
fice my...total person...I mean little frag here I am. And keep going for what you
ments of me aren’t important...”
want...It sounds corny, you know: go for
your dreams. But you should! And screw
MONTCLARION: Did you ever think people who tell you not to.”
you had too much energy? I know a few
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Spring 4 Walls provides excellent study break
done by Joy Renee Selnick, the Editor-inChief of 4 Walls, such as “Breathe(to J-)”
Staff Writer
which is a sweet poem about a secret crush.
"Grandpa
(Nov. 3, 1912-March 2, 1999)”
nce again 4 Walls has gathered a
group of some of MSU’s most ar is another stirring work by Selnick. She will
tistic and creative students and put be taking on a co-editor next semester, leav
ing her more time to take on the role of Lay
their work all in one place for us to admire.
Their spring literary magazine is set to come out Editor of The Montclarion.
Many of the works featured are by art
out the week of finals and will provide a
nice reading break from your boring stud ists who are veterans of 4 Walls. One such
veteran is Christine Sandholt who has two
ies.
The front cover done by Melinda Bea pieces done in pencil in the magazine.
“Still Life II” is done in colored pencil
vers is a beautiful piece done in colored
pencils which has a dreamy sort of feel and has an eerie feel to it, the other piece
about it. Entitled "11 Wild Swans” it is a "Jack” vividly captures the features of her
drawing of a girl adorned in a lovely red model. There are also some very unique
dress surrounded by II swans. Melinda, pieces of art which have a futuristic feel like
a senior graduating in May, also had her Tamara Malaga’s “ 115.” This intriguing
work featured on last semester’s front cover. work is done with computer graphics and
The back cover is another intriguing piece has mangled orange and blue colors, how
by Melinda, is entitled simply "Red.” This ever the really interesting part is the small
piece was done by the ilfachrome process bubble in the top right comer with a very
and is a picture of someone covered in red small figure crouched in it.
Jamie Dawn Apuna’s charcoal drawing
feathers on a bright red background.
“The Flowers on the Hill,” by Chris is reminiscent of the X-Files with its figure
tine Chcplic, which has a strong rhyming resembling the stereotypical alien. A fan
pattern, tells a sad story of heartbreak. The tasy piece, also done in pencil and submit
next poem, "They Saw Springtime (To ted by Figen Turgun, draws the viewer into
P.M.) by Kathleen Savino, was a personal a new dimension.
Even some of the literary works have
favorite. This moving piece about the Ho
locaust provokes many emotional feelings unique structures, such as "Drink Coke” by
for the reader. The beginning alone could Chris Lundy. If you look at it quickly you
bring on tears. Although this poem did not just see the words "DRINK COKE.” How
make it into the last issue, this issue it re ever you will realize that the letters are made
ceived the highest score among members of letters spelling out the poem. This was a
really clever way of getting his point across.
of 4 Walls.
There are also some exceptional pieces In “the welcome stranger” by Mary E.
Victoria Tcngelics_______________
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Entertainment News Breaks
Compiled bv Lvnette Su

Arts Editor
D I O N E Y E S R A D IO C I T Y R E 
OPENING: Singer Celine Dion, whose
career hit stratospheric heights when she
recorded Titanic's “My Heart Will Go On”
love theme, is currently reported to be eye
ing the chance to be the first act to play in
the newly revamped Radio City Music
Hall. According to the New York Daily
News, the diva is expected to inaugurate
the new hall upon the completion of its multimillion-dollar nip-and-tuck. The event is
rumored to be scheduled for around Octo
ber 1999, and will be a benefit concert
broadcast as a holiday special on CBS. It
will probably occur just prior to Radio
City’s official reopening to the general pub
lic.
WILL MICHAEL AND LAURYN
GET TOGETHER?: A ccording to an
Internet report, Lauryn Hill and Michael
Jackson are getting ready to enter the re
cording studio together. They’re said to be
working up what will be a “millennium
single” for release later this year. The re
port says the song’s working title is "This
Is Our Time,” and it will make lyrical ref
erence to some of the major events of the
20th Century, including the life and death
of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and man’s
first steps on the moon.
RAMMSTEIN TO TOUR, SYMPA
THIZES WITH SCHOOL VICTIMS: The
media has made much of the musical tastes
of the two teenage shooters in the recent
Littleton, Colorado high school tragedy.
The two members of the “Trench Coat
Mafia” supposedly wore Rammstein shirts
on occasion, and KMFDM has been men

tioned as one of their favorite bands.
Rammstein, however, say they don’t want
that kind of notoriety, and they have issued
a statement: “The members of Rammstein
express their condolences and sympathy to
all affected by the recent tragic events in
Denver. They wish to make it clear that they
have no lyrical content or political beliefs
that could have possibly influenced such be
havior. A dditionally, m em bers of
Rammstein have children of their own, in
whom they continually strive to instill
healthy and non-violent values.” Rammstein
will embark on a US tour, starting June 1 in
Washington DC
GOO GOO DOLLS ROCK TO
ERASE MS: Hard Rock Hotel & Casino
in Las Vegas will host the sixth annual Race
to Erase Multiple Sclerosis (MS) on May
21 and 22. The weekend of events is to raise
monies for research dedicated to finding the
cause and cure of the disease. This year’s
benefit has been deemed the “Rock to Erase
MS.” The all-star weekend kicks-off Friday
night with a Tommy Hilfiger fashion show
at the hotel’s Pool and Beach Club. Top
models and celebrities will show their stuff
on the runway while sporting the designer’s
Spring 1999 collections for men and women.
Multi-platinum recording artists the Goo
Goo Dolls will perform during and after the
show. The very next day Hilfiger, Rebecca
Roniijn-Stamos and rap superstar LL Cool
J will host a 5K run/walk. VH1 will film
the weekend’s activities for a one hour spe
cial to air in the near future. For more infor
mation visit the Hard Rock’s home on the
Internet at www.hardrockhotel.com.

A final farewell from Lynette, your A rteEditor,J it was
fun,J but I J’must move on. M il®
J

are interested in writir
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contact M il® at X52-41.
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M ayfield
the
words seem to
twist on the page,
fitting the tone of
the poem.
Of
course
there was the
usual poems about
love and relation
ships, some of the
highlights being
“Who I am ” by
Brian Pedersen;
“When You Rise”
by M aria Elena
Jimenez; "A Kiss
G oodnight” by
Porfirio Garcia
and “At the end of
the gaze” by
Joanne Scarpa.
The works by
Shani Stephens
were especially
good, her poem
“Vanity” gives a
m essage
that
people often for
get, that you can
not love someone
else until you truly
love yourself.
R o s a n n a
DeRobertis is an
other talented
poet. Her poem
“C loning 21st
Century M ad
ness” seems to be
a warning about
the dangers of 11 Wild Swans, the upcoming front cover, by Melinda Beavers
cloning and tech
at first. It does not have an obvious or pre
nology overload.
dictable
ending. Brian Pedersen’s “The
There were a few short stories in this
Blood
of
Jesus” was well written and gives
issue, but two in particular stand out. “Kill
readers
an
interesting explanation of faith.
ing Time” by Jim Davison is the story of a
Overall, this issue of 4 Walls Literary
self made man who finds himself back in a
deli in his old neighborhood with a young Magazine provides a very enjoyable read
man who causes him to reflect on his life. I ing experience. Do not miss it when it hits
liked the way the meaning seemed hidden stands in the next few weeks.

Are you a graduate
w ith a bach elo r's
degree in mathemat
ics, science or a relat
ed analytical field
and a strong aca
demic
record?
Through the new
Teaching Opportunity
Program
(TOP)

A F ull T u itio n S c h o la rs h ip fo r a
M a s te r’s D e g re e th a t can lead to
N e w Y o rk S ta te T e a c h e r
C e r tific a tio n
A g u a ra n te e d T e a c h in g P o s itio n in
th e N e w Y o rk C ity P u b lic S ch oo ls
A F u lly S u p p o rte d S u m m e r
P re p a ra tio n P ro g ra m

For m ore information
and an application call
(2 I 2 ) 7 9 4 - 5 4 4 4 / 5 4 4 6 .

Scholarships you can
build
the
foundation of
a career as an
educator
te a c h in g in
N ew
Y ork
C ity's public
schools, earn
your master's
d e g re e , and
g u a ra n te e a
successful
fu tu re
for
th o u san d s of stu
dents. Apply to be a
TOP Scholar, and if
selected you will
receive the benefits
listed here.
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S tuff to Scooby Dooby do,,.
Thurs, April 29
Alice Texas, Mercury
3 5 0 B ro w e rto w n Road
(C ald o r S id e E n tra n c e )
W est P aterso n , N J 0 7 4 2 4
Tel: (9 7 3 ) 8 1 2 -5 0 8 8

Mannix, Brownies, NYC
•docs not apply to delivery

LUNCH

DINNER

“Served All Day”

“ S e rv e d A ll D a y ”
P r ic e In c lu d e s 2 F R E S H s id e d ish e s

Sliced Steak Sandw ich................ ..$3.99
Take’s Steak Sandw ich................ ....4.99
GarlicRoll.Cheese, SauteedOnions&Sauteed Mushrooms
Italian Steak Sandw ich................ ....4.99
Take's MannaraSauce&MozzarellaCheese
Southw estern Steak Sandwich Chin Sauce

....4.99
Argentinian Steak Sandw ich...... ....4.99
Take’s Chimichurri Sauce
Sliced Steak C aesar Salad.......... ....5.49
6oZ. H am burger with French Fries..... ....2.99
8oZ. H am burger wilh French Frifs..... ....3.99
with Cheese
Turkey B urger with French Fries;....... ....2.99
All Beef Hot D og.......................... ....1.79
Texas W iener................................. ....1.79
Take’S H ot D og Scaloped Potatoes. Cheese &
1
Onions............................... ...... ....2.49
Hot Roast Turkey Sandwich Gravy &
French Fries........................................... ....4.99
M arinated C hicken Cutlet with French
Fries.................................................... ....3.99
Take’s G rilled C hicken Garlic Roil. Grilled
Red Pepper. Sauteed Onions & Mushrooms... ....4.99
Grilled Chicken C aesar Salad.... ....4.49
Grilled Vegetable Sandw ich....... ....3.99
Gyro Sandw ich with French Fries...... ....3.99

I
I

Lounge, NYC

1

M a rin ated F la n k S te a k ............................. $6.99
L ondon B roil w /G ra v y ................................ 6 .99
S lice d S irlo in S te a k ...................................... 6 .99
C h o p p e d S teak w /G ra v y ............................. 6.99
M a rin ated C h ic k e n C u tle t.......................... 6.99
R o a st T u rk ey w ith S tu ffin g ........................6 .99
R ib E ye - S m a ll..............................................9.99
R ib E ye - L a rg e ........................................... 12.99
F ilet M ig n o n - S m a ll...................................11.99
F ilet M ig n o n - L a rg e .................................. 14.99
Veal C h o p ......................................................... 8.99
F R E S H S ID E S
• Garlic Mashed Potatoes
. Sauteed Onions
• Seal loped Potatoes
• Creamed Spinach
• Baked Potato
• Lemon Dill Carrots
• Sauteed Mushrooms
• Broccoli w/ Red Pepper
• Zucchini in Marmara Sauce
EXTRAS
M o z z a re lla S tic k s ....................................... $2.99
C h ic k e n F in g e rs..............................................2 .99
W in g s.................................................................. 2.99
P o ta to S k in s with Cheddar Cheese.................. 2.99
P o ta to S k in s with Cheddar Cheese and bacon........3.99
O n io n R in g s......................................................1.9 9
F rench F ries...1.50
G arlic B re ad ............. 1.25
Chili Sauce. Gravy.
Side D ish.................... 1.99
Cheese......... 25c ea.
S a lad ........................... 2.49
C offee........80c
T ea................................ 80c
D rinks........99c -1 .1 9 C hocolate M ilk.........1.49
SW EETS
NY Cheese cake-1.99 Choc-choc chip layer-2.49

CXJRFDS^ENDENTOONfTRACÎORDRhÆ^SAPP^C^TE YOUR GRATlJrnES8. CARR/NO MORE THAN $20.00

Mighty Purple, Wetlands
Preserve, NYC

Fri, April 30
Article 15, The Orange
Bear, NYC

Book of Sun, Brownies,
NYC

Decide; Irate, Coney
Island High

Sun, May 2
Semisonic; Sheryl Crow,
Beacon Theater, NYC

Mon, May 3
Last Day of Classes!! PARTY TONGIHT
Inarense, The Knitting
Factory, NYC

Tues, May 4
Branford Marsalis
Quartet, Village Vanguard,
NYC

Tower Recordings; Hall of
Fame; Jackie-OMutherfucker, The Knitting
Factory, NYC

Sat, May 1
Chen & Dancers’
Adopted Land, Memorial

Wed, May 5
The Cranberries,

Auditorium

Ham m erstein Ballroom,
NYC

American Standard; The
Sharpshooters; No Way
Narc, Maxwell’s, Hoboken,

If there are any
exciting events you know
of that should be placed
on this calendar, please
contact Lynette at x 5241.

NJ.

T h e M o n t c l a r io n
Vol. 78 No. 29
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The Voice o f
M ontclair State

m MAIN EDI TORI AL

How can Campus Police
improve safety conditions
for students at Clove Road?
“M aybe they could have m ore police going
around, especially through the night. Maybe there’s
some way they could prevent people from just
climbing into apartment windows.”

Mark Sa, Undeclared
“Get guns.”

Gary Laurie, Psychology
“I suggest that we hire more police officers. We
can take money from the pocketbooks of greedy
administrative officials. What power do these of
ficials have? They just complain. We have to keep
in mind the safety of students. If they ’re going to
just complain, they shouldn’t be here in the first
place.”

Sash Zaltanovlch, Political Science
“ Have cam eras and security that worry less
about speeding and more about people with guns.”

Jordan Yanco, Marketing
“Clear around the perimeter of the building so
it is easier to patrol both the front and back. Vis
ibility is the key to a safe area.”

Brian Dugdale, Computer Science
"Video camera surveillance system. Security
guards should watch the monitors 24/7 ... Awake!
The safety is worth the expense.”

Lizbeth Victosero, No major given

What is the meaning of life?
Let your voice be heard!

Call 655-7616 or e-mail
VellucciJ@alpha.montclair.edu
to respond.
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Another year has passed and what have we all learned? Well, we learned that, here at Montclair
State University, we don’t address issues until they are problems and this sense o f reactivitiy in
stead of proactivity has, again, led us into a brick wall. Does MSU have a drug problem? We have
fumbled over issues such as parking and campus security, only addressing student or faculty con
cerns when the dilemma reaches a fever pitch. We don’t address facilities problems until a pipe
bursts, leaving eighteen student rooms watered damaged in Freeman Hall. We don t question state
funding trends until the Board of Trustees votes to hike tuition or teachers prepare to go into con
tract negotiations. Now, we find MSU pondering its drug problem. Where do we go from here?
When faced with students engaged in or victim to criminal activity, MSU falls to its knees, at an
utter loss of ideas on how to deal with its problems. Case in point: the 303 block of Clove Road
Apartments. In a three-day span, they fell victim to a sexual assault and an armed robbery. The
aftermath was just as horribly mismanaged as the “heightened security” presence during the crimes.
Why should students and staff alike be led to believe that they will take charge o f the drug problem
on campus? Furthermore, what exactly is the problem? While it might be abundantly clear that
some individuals at MSU have substance abuse problems, does that accurately reflect the popula
tion of the whole university?
According to the U.S. Health and Human Services Department, substance abuse in children age
12 through 17 increased significantly in 1997. A survey by the Drug Abuse Warning Network
noted an increase in marijuana use in all age groups between 1996 and 1997. What does this mean
to MSU?
,
.
Nancy Ellson, Director and Nurse Practitioner of the Health and Wellness Center, said that she
has clinical proof that there is drug use on campus. Sgt. Israel Rosado o f MSU Campus Police
claims that while “there have been several cases of suspicious drug use,” there is no “probable
cause to take action.” Take action? MSU? Let’s be grateful that they have even identified the
problem. Wait, what problem?
“There is a drug and alcohol problem at MSU,” said Assistant Dean o f Students James Harris.
“Kathy Gilbert” (not her real name), a Clove Road resident, said “I smell weed on a daily basis
around here [Bohn Hall).” “Nicole Pondurat” (not her real name), a visiting student from Boston
University, said that drugs were a part o f everyday life at MSU. Sgt. Rosado, though, might have
said it best: “Oh yeah, there was lots [of drug use in Clove Road Apartments] going on.”
The use of drugs is a personal choice, though it would be ignorant to think that drug user’s are
only hurting themselves. This should be looked at, however, as more o f an individual issue than a
campus one. Is it the substance that dictates the problem or the one who uses that substance?
Campus Safety and Security, and the campus at large, shouldn’t think those involved in the drug
bust at Clove Road earlier this semester should serve as examples for or representatives of students
at MSU.
Another year has passed with a myriad of issues, many o f which administrators, Campus Police
officials, and others are not willing to address until almost no remedy is readily available. Is there
a drug problem? If there is, how can we, as a campus, address it or solve it? Until we begin to
think o f ways to intelligently answer these questions, this is just another issue that, in due time, will
go up in smoke.

The Montclarion Mailbox Policy

• All letters must be typed. • Letters exceeding 500 words will not be considered tor publication. • Once
received, letters are property of The Montclarion and may be edited for length, content and libel. • Letters will
not be printed unless they include the author’s name, major, social security number and phone number or email address. • Only one letter by an author will be printed each month. • Submission deadline: Monday,
10 00 p.m. • Letters may be submitted through e-mail to VellucciJ@alpha.montclair.edu or sent to The
Montclarion - Attn: Opinion Page Editor, Montclair State University, 113 Student Center Annex, Upper
Montclair, NJ 07043.
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How The Montclarion Has Shaped My Life and Education at MSU
hat a long, strange trip it has
cate the importance of ex
been. Three years ago, I walked
tra-curricular involve
into 113 Student Center Annex
ment to every student and
and handed in my first news assignment. It
administrator that I have
was about a MSU swim team member who
come into contact with.
nearly drowned in Panzer Gym pool during
The value of an extra-cur
a practice. It was a smail assignment, but it
ricular activity in the wellKevin P.
meant the world to me. I was so excited,
rounded education of any
talking to the team’s coach, the guy that al HANCOCK college student is immea
/ ililnrlnt hnI
most drowned and the police about the in
surable. In my classes, I
cident. I carefully compiled my informa have learned about literature, the_polities of
tion into a story knowing that thousands of third-world nations and how to write incred
MSU students would be reading. That blew ible term^papers. My experience at The
my mind. There was no better feeling than Montclarion has been an education in life,
picking up the paper the next day and see and I didn’t have to pay a dime extra for it.
ing my first by-line on the front page of that For me, it just took the guts to go in, intro
issue of The Montclarion. I felt that I had duce myself, and ask how I could get started.
accomplished something. I felt I had some For you, Joe Q. Student, all it would take is
sort of impact on the lives of others.
the same, no matter what your pleasure is.
In the end, that is what journalism is all Radio, music, acting, etc ... there is some
about - having some sort of positive impact thing out there for you. Go out and get
on the world around you. For all of the criti involved in your university. It’ll be the best
cism that the media gets in today’s society, thing you ever did. It has been for me.
people do not generally realize what an im
I could not be more proud of the suc
portant tool it is for implementing change, cesses that we have had this year. Students,
keeping people informed and aware of the faculty and administrators alike have called
negative and positive events surrounding in and come down to our office to congratu
them. It is my hope that The Montclarion late us on the job we have done this year.
accomplished this for the student s of MSU Surely, not everyone on this campus always
this year. If just one student decided that likes what we print, but we succeeded in
they would stand up and do something to getting people to think, and to react, and
fight the rising cost of education, or to solve that is how we know we succeeded. After
our parking problem, or have even given we printed Following the Money Trail, a
more thought to a topic because of some professor came down to the office to meet
thing that they read in one of our articles, the students responsible for the special re
then .1 am satisfied that we have done our port. I was a little apprehensive as I shook
jobs. No one on this newspaper has ever his hand. At first, I expected Him to be an
worked for pay or for self-glorification. We gry with the fact that we printed his salary.
have just worked to see that MSU becomes He said, “The work you guys are doing
a better place. We are all students that truly down here is the best I’ve seen from this
care about what is going on around us.
newspaper in the last 10 years.” To me, a
And that kind of attitude is exactly what statement like that is more valuable than
we need more of at this university. I ’ve any monetary pay we could ever receive.
worked hard in the last three years to advo That kind of appreciation makes all the long
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nights, headaches and hard work worth it.
None of it would be possible, however,
without the incredible staff that I have been
blessed with this year.
As Managing Editor, Kara Richardson
stepped up big time for us this year and
saved the paper, as well as my sanity. I wish
you the best of luck when (or if) you get to
California, and I know you’ll be a fantastic,
and successful journalist. D on’t be a
stranger. Hopefully, we'll meet up someday
while reporting on a huge national story
when we’ve become big time journalists.
The biggest loss that this newspaper is
experiencing with the end of this year is that
of our News Editor, Nick Clunn. Nick, as
only a freshman you picked uj) a non-exis
tent section and in a year and a half built it
into The Montclarion’s strength. We are
sorry to see you go but don’t think for a sec
ond that with your talent you are not doing
the right thing by moving onwards and up
wards from here.
Tim Casey single-handedly raised the
bar for the photo quality of this newspaper,
and if it weren’t for him I probably wouldn’t
be writing this column right now. I was so
frustrated and ready to walk away from the
paper earlier in the year, but one of the only
things that kept me from leaving was my
not wanting to disappoint him. Thanks, Tim
for not letting me do it. I wanted to finish
what we started two years ago, and finally
now we are done. So much of our success
this year is thanks to the hard work that you
put in last year. More people should realize
that.
It is definitely much easier to walk away
from The Montclarion knowing that it is in
good hands next year. Justin Vellucci, your
passion for this little newspaper will assure
your success next year. Never stop being
the annoying, pestering reporter that admin
istrators love to hate. It is your ability to

keep digging and keep asking questions that
will get you far in the world, and no matter
how hard next year gets for you, remember
that it will be all worth it in the end.
I would like to especially thank Profes
sor Ron Hollander for taking on the role of
our adviser and beating some professionality
into this newspaper. I know sometimes you
get frustrated with us, but we really do have
a lot of respect for the advice that you give
us, and it has definitely made us a stronger
newspaper today. 1 look forward to con
tinuing to work with you in the coming year.
To my girlfriend Sarah and my parents,
thank you for being my strength when things
got hard for me this year. I am the luckiest
person on Earth to have such a strong fam
ily to fall back on in my times of need. You
have always been there when 1 needed you
most.
Thanks also to Carolyn, Lynette, Tess,
Michelle, Joy, Kevin and all of our assis
tant editors and staff writers who worked
so hard this year, and good luck to all of the
new editors of next year. Continue to work
hard and make this newspaper proud.
As for me, three years after walking into
this newspaper office with my first story,
my strange long trip is just about over. I
started working here because of my love
for writing, but the last two years have stuck
me more and more behind a desk in an of
fice. While it has been the greatest honor
of my life to represent a newspaper that I
hold so dearly to my heart in the MSU com
munity for the past year, I must say that it is
a bit of a relief to be at the end of the jour
ney. It will really be nice to get back to
what I started this long strange trip in the
first place for - writing.
Finally, and most importantly, thank you
to the students of Montclair State Univer
sity. Your readership has been our only pay
ment.

My Growth as an Individual, A Student, and A Student Journalist
hen I met with President Cole two weeks ago, I
said, “You must be counting the days until I
graduate.” The most dangerous thing to admin
istrative bodies, to those attempting to maintain a status
quo, is a student who is informed and, moreso, vocal. I
would like to think that, in my first years at MSU, I have
become fairly informed about many of the issues facing
students here and have attempted to convey a bit of what I
know to others. But I’m getting ahead of myself.
My great uncle, Lester Malamut, who passed on last
month, was himself a student at Montclair State Teachers
College during the 1930s, as was my father some thirty
years later. “Les,” as he was known to friends, was an edi
tor on The Star Ledger, and had a hand in founding and
operating a number of local papers. Growing up, I was
treated to stories about his life as a journalist. He felt that,
as a journalist, he could affect some degree of positive
change in the lives of people within his community. I can
not think of a better, or more honest, reason to venture into
the medium.
I’d like to think that I have tried to adhere to some shred
of that philosophy, have tried to encourage some form of
positive change myself, have tried to open people’s eyes,
have tried to foster growth within the MSU community.
I apologize for sounding like some ignorant idealist,
but 1feel that the majority of problems in society (and, as a
microcosm of that society, our university) are caused by
ignorance. And the powers that be depend upon that igno
rance to survive. Sure, we kick and scream come tuition
hike time, or when there aren’t enough contested positions
in an SGA election, but, when all is said and done, we leave
MSU before we can affect massive degrees of change,
^hich takes us back to where I started this column.
I joined The Montclarion in my freshman year to ex
plore my education outside of the walls of the classroom,
h was one thing to read Goethe’s Faust and ponder the quest
l°r knowledge. It was another to begin that quest. I was
uPproached by Nick Clunn, then only beginning the first of
IPs two years as News Editor, to write for the paper and
thought that the process of pounding out news articles on a
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weekly basis would teach me a degree of
discipline as a writer. I quickly became
an Assistant News Editor and, upon en
tering The Montclarion offices, found a
group of students who were truly dedi
cated to affecting positive change and
really making a difference in their brief
Justin
VELLUCCI tenure in this university’s history. I was
O tti it io n P uiiv i.d ilo r elected Opinion Page Editor in April
1998.
This year saw a myriad of issues facing students, fac
ulty, administrators and staff at MSU and I was exhilarated
to have been a witness to this. Some of these things are
almost formulaic: You can read them on the front pages of
any college paper in any year. It’s just the details and the
bylines that seem to change sometimes. There’s a natural
tendency for student journalists who are left standing at the
end of an academic year to become incredibly nostalgic. I
don’t know if there’s a need to list all of the things that
have happened both on- and off-campus that have affected
student life or the life of MSU as an entity onto itself.
This year, the university welcomed a new president, Dr.
Susan Cole. Those who continued to read the paper from
week to week must have thought that I declared Cole as my
sworn enemy and was trying to make her look like a hor
rible and incompetent individual. That’s not the truth. I am
as skeptical of President Cole as I am of all of the adminis
trators in College Hall and anyone in a position of power.
Yes, she needs time before she can take the reins of this
university. Speaking for students, let’s start now.
I have also had the pleasure of making acquaintance
with a great deal of faculty and staff members who are truly
dedicated to improving academic life for-students at MSU.
I have been fortunate enough to have some of the best pro
fessors that this university has to offer and all of them have
contributed to my growth as a student and as a journalist.
Professors have been incredibly encouraging and en
gaging both inside the classroom and out. The list goes on
for so long that, even if I listed every professor that 1 have
had at MSU, I wouldn’t be listing all of the ones who have

shaped my academic or student life. Dr. Arthur Simon, Pro
fessor Jim Nicosia (himself a former Editor-in-Chief of The
Montclarion), Dr. Thomas Benediktsson, Dr. Naomi Liebler,
Dr. Janet Cutler, Dr. Amy Srebnick, Dr. Andrew Maxwell,
Dr. Catherine Becker, Dr. Judith Shillcock, Dr. Scott Kight,
Professor Ron Hollander and so many more have all sig
nificantly changed my academic life in the two years that I
have been here.
In March, The Montclarion published a 28-page spe
cial report titled Following the Money Trail, which many
referred to as my brainchild. I’ve been told that it is clear
that my allegiance is with professors. I don’t know if I can
deny that. And I don’t know if I would want to deny that.
These people have encouraged me to really take part in
what’s going here, beyond class instruction, and that is an
essential component to anyone’s education.
Outside of the classroom, I have had the opportunity to
work with some phenomenal and hard-working individu
als. Timothy M. Casey and Kevin Hancock, the last two
Editors-in-Chief, built this paper into a student voice from
almost nothing, from a staff that, at one time, was not much
more than themselves alone.
There have been dozens of individuals along the way
who have been a constant source of guidance and inspira
tion. I had the pleasure of working as an Assistant News
Editor under Nick Clunn, training as Opinion Page Editor
under Edward Flannery, working on staff with Kara
Richardson and many, many ... many more.
I have grown a lot as a student and a journalist in the
last two years and I owe thanks to a great number of people,
from my mother and father all the way to those who pick
up the paper on a weekly basis to read what we all slave
over on Wednesday night.
Though the line that started this column was spoken
half in jest, there’s more than a kernel of truth to it. I’ll be
returning in the fall as Editor-in-Chiof and can safely say
that great things are in store for 77a
n larion. We have
an incredible staff and editorial board, ,.ud a lot of minds
and eyes to open.
My Uncle Lester would be proud.
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VIEWPOINT

The 1998-99 Montclarion Editorial Board & Staff:
Learning from Those Who Continue to Inspire
've com pleted alm ost 128 credits. I ’ve
sat through hundreds, maybe thousands
of hours of classes. Piles of research papers have come
out of my computer. Even after all of this I’ve learned the
most during jjiy college career at The Montclarion.
I was never asked, paid, or given credit to spend hours
and sometimes days at a time in the cinderblock office of
The Montclarion with no windows. My Wednesdays were
sacrificed the minute I stepped into this office only two
years ago, but it was the time of my life.
When I began at The Montclarion two years ago, my
hope was to gain insight on the production of a newspaper
and improve my writing. What I gained was so much more.
I learned about the daily stresses of weekly paper. I also
learned what incredible people it takes to put out a paper
worthy printing 5,000 copies.
It was the staff of The Montclarion who helped us to go
beyond the college rag stereotype. As we turned people’s
heads, they began to turn the pages to realize the journalis
tic quality that we were capable of.
It was inspiring to be working with students with the
same passion for journalism. As managing editor, it was
easy to see how each member of the staff added to what
might have been one of the Montclarion’s best years ever.
This year’s Editor-In-Chief, Kevin Hancock was the
backbone of this publication. His patience and vast com
puter knowledge protected our Macintoshes from staff who
owned sledgehammers. His eye for perfection and design
made this paper truly great under his wings. I have known
few people with such passion and talent.
Tim Casey built up a staff of photographers from next
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to nothing. His aesthetic sense and vi people skills kept her on the phone and on the campus beat.
Sports Editor Tess Sterling made me realize that the
sion allowed our paper’s visuals to be as
quietest
one often hears the most. She expanded the sports
stunning as the content.
section
to
include weekly coverage of all varsity sports.
He worked with all of the editors to
Chris
“Finz”
Finegan managed the section that made
make the best possible image for the sec
our
newspaper
unique.
I was always amazed by his explo
tion. His experience as last year’s editorsively
humorous
mind
that
could have gone on if he didn’t
in-chief gave him a grander scale of wis
Kara L.
have
a
page
limit.
Best
wishes
to Mr. Panhead!
dom that guided his photos.
RICHARDSON
Our
editorial
cartoonist
Jenn
Winski gave the Opinion
The Montclarion’s News Editor Nick
i.ditor
Page
consistency
and the office quirkiness.
Clunn became a real ■—
— —
Her
heart
and
energy
will go unmatched.
leader in his section and for the paper. “My experience at
Vikki
Tengelics
a
staff writer will al
With talented assistants like Christine
ways
be
a
hero
to
me.
She
is a mother, stu
The
Montclarion
and
Zielinski, Chris Lundy, Brian Peterson
dent
and
employee
and
still
managed to
and Amanda Iwanoff he took the helm the people behind it
write
frequent
reviews
for
Arts.
After her
to make the news section strong. Nick
are
the
basi$
of
my
three-year
tenure
at
The
Montclarion,
she
handled all sorts of stories this year from
will
be
missed.
journalism
career.
sexual assaults to purse-snatchers. He
Our staff also included risk takers like
also managed this semester’s special re
Michael Finnerty who was willing to go
-------------------ports with professionalism.
undercover for the paper’s sake. It was
Opinion Page Editor Justin Vellucci -----------------------------had one of the tightest sections this year. That, in addition brave souls like Michael who made this newspaper a suc
to being willing to run the complete MSU payroll and pro cess. It was people like Joy Renee Selnick, our 4 Walls
fessional enough to run accompanying articles made him a transplant and Layout Editor, and many more who ensured
prize-winning journalist. He also possessed a superhuman that the paper’s overall quality was always high.
Our advisor Ron Hollander’s criticisms were harsh and
determinism that will no doubt carry him smoothly through
his
expectations
were high. But it was his tough love atti
his tenure as Editor-in-Chief next year.
tude
that
pushed
many of us to go above and beyond.
Lynette Surie„the Arts Editor taught me what it is to go
While
my
teachings
from the multitude of GERs may
on no matter what. She came to The Montclarion with a
be
already
forgotten,
my
experience at The Montclarion
flair that allowed the arts section to carry on its campus
and
the
people
behind
are
the
basis of my journalism career
coverage.
Carolyn Velchik ran a well-balanced feature section. Her that will never escape me.

With Every New Idea Comes Opposition:
Encouraging Individuals to Speak Their Minds Despite Criticism
Yet think of how many
ith any new idea, there is always
of these have persisted
the ugly probability that some
throughout the centuries
one will either disapprove of it,
despite the less than warm
fail to understand it, or disregard it com
reception they were often
pletely. All too often, authors, artists, phi
granted.
losophers, and scientists are afraid to show
The world of science
their work for fear of “how others might
Chris
has
been changed dramati
react.” “What if they don’t like it?” , “What
FINEGAN cally through the spread of
if they think it’s stupid?”, and “What will
l/u itio r i.ditor
ideas that were not popu
they think of me?” are questions asked again
lar
at
the
time
of
their
conception.
and again.
Copernicus
proved
mathematically that
Public speaking is one of the most fear
the
sun
was
not
the
center
of the universe,
ful tasks for a large number of people, and
but
due
to
certain
prosecution,
did not have
ideas can be lost due to lack of confidence
his
findings
published
until
he
was gravely
and fear of the unknown.
All throughout history, however, those ill. Galileo’s proposition that the moon was
who are remembered are those who went pock marked and covered with craters was
against the grain and spoke their minds. The one of many discoveries that led to his exgreatest thinkers were often revolutionary communication.
Albert Einstein, who failed grammar
and met with great scorn, but what sets them
school math, was laughed
apart is the fact that they
at when he devised his
were not the least bit in
m ost fam ous equation,
tim idated to express “Those who are
E=mc2.
their ideas.
remembered are
In the 1952 elections, a
Critics will exist al
computer predicted accu
ways. This is a fact. No those who went
idea ever proposed was against the g ra in ... rately - based on 5% of dis
tricts reporting - that
met without ridicule.
Eisenhower would win in
No work of art was met
a landslide. CBS News did
without a critic going to ----------------------------------not
make
this
known
until after the election
great lengths to show how it could have been
for
fear
that
the
computer
was grossly in
done better. No leaders were loved by all.
Religions are no different. Buddhism correct.
Every new school of music and art from
was an attempt not only to escape the suf
the
Baroque
to the Modem era went against
ferings of life, but also of the caste system
the
teachings
of the “established” schools.
proposed by Hinduism. Judaism was so
Mozart
wrote
an opera set in a brothel.
radical in Egypt that the Pharaohs enslaved
Michelangelo
used
“women of the street”
all of its members. Jesus was crucified be
as
models
for
his
artwork,
and his paintings
cause he preached Christianity against the
of
nudes
in
the
Sistine
Chapel
were con
wishes of those in power. And Martin
demned
by
the
pope.
Luther was excommunicated when he ques
Pablo Picasso and Jackson Pollack could
tioned the might of the Catholic Church. Ev
not
get their artwork shown anywhere. And
ery religion has its prophets and holy men
and women whose ideas were regarded as think of music today without the styles of
inflammatory and heretical by contempo Charlie Parker, W.C. Handy, Scott Joplin,
and Elvis Presley.
rary critics.

W

Our student newspaper, The Mont
clarion, is dedicated to the free expression
of new ideas. The Opinion and Humor sec
tions serve primarily as the student voice of
the campus, a forum for those who wish to
speak their minds.
They will continue this tradition into the
next year and for years to come for the rea
son that students on this campus have ideas
that must be expressed- Those with the cour
age to submit theirs have their views pub
lished. They are met with interest, apathy,
and, yes, even hatred. Odd how that does
not stop them.
When one bows to a critic, one’s work
suffers. Take the example of history and
ignore all those who say, “It cannot be
done,” or “It is wrong.”
Your personal success willbe reflected
by the degree to which youi stand your

ground and stand by your point of view in
the face of criticism.
I leave with the words o f John F.
Kennedy:
“It is not the critic who counts, not the
man who points out how the strong man
stumbled or where the doer of deeds could
have done them better.
The credit belongs to the man who is
actually in the arena; whose face is marred
with dust and sweat and blood; who strives
valiantly, who errs and comes up short again
and again; who knows the great enthusi
asms, the great devotions, and spends him
self in a worthy cause; who at best knows
in the end the triumphs of high achievement;
and who at the worst, if he fails, at least fails
while daring greatly; so that his place shall
never be with those cold and timid souls who
know neither defeat nor victory.”
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The BOT Corner. Informing Students and Preparing for Next Year
his is the first of many columns to come from your
Also, in my opinion, the board is doing everything it
tact with their student representatives and
student representatives of the MSU Board of Trust
possibly can to help either lower the cost we pay as stu
the MSU Board of Trustees.
ees. We first would like to take this opportunity to
During the last meeting of the BOT dents or to maintain a level of future increases we can man
thank all those students who took the time to get out and
on April 8, the Board approved the up age. In addition, I believe that the board is doing what it
vote, as your support sends a message to the university com
coming FY2000 tuition hike of five per can to hold the state accountable for their part in funding
munity that we care about our education and the process of
cent. The Montclarion recently reported this institution as opposed to passing the increase cost of
self-determination.
the break down of the various cost in our education on to us as students. I will continue to keep
NedT.
Let us assure you that we will not only listen to what
creases.
What we all overlooked was the the student body informed of these state of affairs as they
GROSS
you have to say but that your concerns will be addressed
total
cost
of the educational expenses that come about.
Hoard o f Trustees
aggressively at the highest level of the administration, the
Student Alternate
Lauren Jacoby, who recently was appointed as the vot
we pay as students. The total cost includes
l.leet
MSU Board of Trustees. We will use this column to report
not only the tuition cost per credit but also ing student member of the BOT to fill the void left by the
to the student body those decisions made during the BOT
the fees per credit. After further investi resignation of Lauren Stevens, and 1 will take the oath of
meetings that affect them directly. We will also use this gation, I found that the true increase of
office in June at which time we will begin
column to answer many of the student concerns that we the total cost of tuition and fees would
addressing the current issues of the stu
“Now that the
receive through the communication systems we have es increase the five percent tuition hike by
dent body during the board meetings.
student body has
tablished in the past couple of weeks.
We also have a scheduled meeting with
by 4.86 percent.
During the campaigning process of the recent elections,
President Cole next week to discuss our
This past semester, students paid made their choice of
I stated strongly that education is a “we” affair and “to $128.75 per credit in total tuition and rep resen tatio n ... I
responsibilities and our goals as your rep
gether, we can make a difference.” Now that the student fees. With increases coming in the fall, have three simple
resentatives.
body has made their choice of representation for the next that figure will rise to $ 135.01 per credit. words: Let us begin!
During this meeting, we hope to ad
two years, I have three simple words: Let us begin!
dress recent issues such as the security
We will continue to report the total
We have recently established a three-prong communi cost of the increases and not just the in
problems that exist at the Clove Road
cations system that we hope will enable the BOT to hear creases in the tuition. The board also is
apartments and other issues brought to our
the concerns of the student body.
sued a statement to the New Jersey Commission on Higher attention. Should you have any immediate concerns you
First, we have established an e-mail account that stu Education, which is considering updating its 1996 docu want us to address» please feel free to contact us via our
dents can use to voice their concerns and issues directly to ment, Looking to the New Millennium: New Jersey’s Plan communication systems.
their BOT representatives.
Let us assure the student body that your concerns will
for Higher Education.
The address is: BOT101@hotmail.com.
In the BOT’s statement, they strongly urged the com continue to be addressed and we will keep you informed of
Second, we have established an office for your BOT mission to reevaluate its commitment to senior public in all outcomes.
representatives which is located in the Commuter Lounge stitutions such as MSU and the funds they commit to these
Since this is the last edition of The Montclarion in this
of the Student Center in Room 104Q. We will post our of institutions. In my own opinion, the board has urged the academic year, we wish all those graduating students God’s
fice hours beginning with the Fall 1999 semester.
state to increase its funding to institutions such as MSU, as speed and the best of luck. To those students who will re
Last, we have this new column that we will submit opposed to the increases the state has been making consis turn in the fall we wish a healthy, happy, joyous and gener
monthly to The Montclarion. We hope that these commu tently to our jails and law enforcement agencies through ous summer.
nication systems will allow all students to have direct con out the state.
Our column will reappear in the fall.

T

----------W

Questioning the Value of Life:
The Role of the Individual and the Roots of Human Nature
y past few editorials have been
about how all people have a God
given right to equality in
everyone’s eyes. Today I would like to give
an answer more than, “Because Jesus said
so.”
I understand that this probably does not
hold much weight, and I respect this. In all
honesty, I would not take such an answer
by itself either. Accordingly I intent to ex
plain why all human life should be seen as
valuable.
Without seeing other people as impor
tant, selfishness becomes a virtue. In a world
where selfishness reigns, people are stripped
of their humanity and each individual be
comes a means to another individual’s ends,
like kitchen appliances.
Friends would be more akin to entertain
ment centers-ways we would receive
amusement and comfort instead of true com
panionship and love. With no regard to the
way people feel, including those that we do
not particularly like, greed and mistrust
would grow like a bad vine ready to choke
anyone who came near it.
Without taking into consideration the
thoughts of others, rape and murder may just
as well be legal. Someone does not become
a full human, but a way to unleash one’s
lust. Likewise, murder is simply making
another person the means of expressing an
ger or frustration. Both crimes are selfish
ness in its purest form.
What does it matter, if life is not innately
Important? This may seem extreme and fa
natical, but this principle is what governs
these offenses. To a lesser degree, we are
a'l guilty of such crimes as we nevertheless
t°cus on ourselves at some point; one does
not need to rape and pillage to be selfish.
It is in recognition of this that murder is

M

illegal, and if it is illegal it
must be considered univer
sal, not conditional. “He
needed killing,” or “He
annoyed me,” or “I didn’t
like the look on his face are
not acceptable excuses for
Tim
ending someone’s life. For
CARNEY all who think so, realize
( o h n n n ist
that others probably think
the same of you. Therefore, consider those
who anger or annoy you and end the self
ishness that causes you to focus on how or
why they do so. I recognize my own guilt in
failing to do this, but it is important no mat
ter how excrutiating it is.
The reason it may be so difficult is be
cause it goes against our very nature.
Whether you like it or not, human nature is
implicitly selfish and evil, and we have to
understand this as true.
People are most certainly not intrinsi
cally good, as anyone with a good working
knowledge of history can see. A natural in
clination towards good, regardless of how
deeply buried it was, would have to express
itself in some way eventually. A man-made
utopia on Earth has never come about, nor
will it ever, regardless of what Marx or
Montaigne have written.
Another possibility is that everyone is a
product of his or her environment. If no one
has been able to overcome one’s environ
ment, though, there must be something
wrong. Without looking into the nature of
people, no amount of nurturing will solve
the problem of evil.
For instance, psychologists are combing
through the recent tragedy in Littleton, Colo
rado, to try to figure out how such a hor
rible, inhuman thing could have happened.
To do so, they must have been blaming ev

erything from the clothes the students re give people free reign to do whatever they
sponsible to video games they played to wanted without considering the conse
quences. On the contrary, accepting conse
movies they liked to watch.
These things were not fully responsible, quences of what we do against others and
and, without first recog
repairing wrongs done is
nizing that humans are
a part of living a Chris
capable and quite willing “Human nature is
tian life.
to perform evil, their im plicitly selfish and
I know I have brought
search for an answer will
up many issues, but it re
e v i l ... we have to
be incomplete.
ally is not all that difficult
The second point of understand th is as
to sec how horrible or po
this article may seem to
tentially horrible we all
true.
^ ^
contradict the first. How
can be.
can inherently evil beings ------------------------ T
To admit that other
T
also be defined as inherently valuable?
people are valuable is even easier, given the
This is where a Christian worldview be alternative. What may be the most strenu
comes apparent. With Christ helping us, we ous part of what I write could be the involve
are able to forgo our own selfish nature and ment of the One Man able to reconcile both
accept every single person’s worth. Unlike of these facts and help us transcend our
what Jean-Paul Sartre said, this would not fallen nature.

Karen Pennington addresses safety issues after recent Clove Road crimes
As you may be aware, the past week held
two very difficult incidents for students at
Montclair State University and were a
frightening reminder of the world in which
we live and from which the university com
munity cannot be removed.
I wanted to take this opportunity to share
with you the actions that we have taken in
response to these events.
Because the safety of our students is
paramount, Montclair State University staff,
administrators and student leaders have been
working together to respond to student needs
on several levels.
Personal safety information has been
widely disseminated. University Police
bulletins and Residence Life releases were
posted throughout all residence halls and
campus buildings. Community meetings
were held in the Clove Road Apartment

complex and were open to all residents who
chose to attend. Meetings were conducted
within the campus Residence Life commu
nity to address student and professional staff
roles as resources to our students. The im
portance of currently-existing personal
safety procedures was re-emphasized to
residents.
Residents were re-advised to use door
locks and viewers; to personally escort
guests; to utilize the University Police es
cort service; to use the buddy system, espe
cially after dark or in less-traveled areas of
campus; and to immediately report unusual
people or incidents to University Police.
Currently existing security has been and
will continue to be enhanced on a perma
nent basis. Evening and early morning se
curity guard patrols of Clove Road and the
traditional residence halls have been

A former Clove Road Apartment
resident questions campus safety
As a graduating senior from Montclair
and an ex-Clove Road Apt. resident, I was
neither shocked nor surprised to hear of
the two alleged incidents that took place
there during Spring Week.
Although the Clove Road Apartments
are apart of the college campus, and yet
are spaced further away from the usual
.residence halls, it seems that they are
highly overlooked in regards to security.
I can fondly remember nights during
my two year stay there when I was scared
to death sleeping in my apartment alone.
Security issues such as propping the out
side doors open were never enforced and
bringing attention to the issues at hand
were always overlooked.
My roommates and I complained time
and time again about getting our actual
door lock fixed as well as a new lock for
our window.
It wasn’t until we threatened to get it
fixed ourselves that maintenence came to
fix these problems.
Where is our security during the
night? The only time 1 ever saw some
one patrolling the apartment lot was when
there were cars parked illegally, but I
never saw them actually checking around
the Clove Road Apartment complex in

case of suspicious activity.
Surprisingly, there was more security
at the Fishbone concert than I’ve seen all
year patrolling Clove Road!
Sure, I saw campus security cars once
in a blue moon, but they were usually
stopped up on campus chatting with other
security cars.
It’s really a shame when you have to
come “home” only to have to look over
your shoulder every minute wondering
if someone is following you.
School work and college events
should be what students worry most
about, not security issues such as this. 1
think the administration should do their
best to update security measures on cam
pus (more phones, blue lights, a better
escort service) than worry about other
non-important issues like stadiums and
such.
Isn’t it better to be safe than sorry? I
would hope the Administration of this
school would put their students first in
this matter and actually do something
about it, not just talk about it.
Angela Marchetti
Theatre

strengthened by uniformed police officers will continue to educate and prepare you so
that you may improve the quality of that
on foot, bicycle, and in marked cars.
To supplement resident initiated requests world.
As a university, we arc committed to the
for repairs, university maintenance staff as
sessed all Clove Road security related apart well-being of our students with regard to all
ments for safety and security, handling re facets of campus life.
We will continue to
pairs on an immediate ba
provide comprehensive re
sis. Assistance in dealing
“As a university, we
sources, both inside and
with academic and per
outside the classroom, and
sonal needs continues to are comm itted to the
we hope to demonstrate
be offered to all affected well-being of our
our on-going commitment
students, both individu students.
not only to you, our stu
ally and as a community.
dents, but also to the entire
While the university
has had numerous safety procedures in ef university community.
fect for a period of time, it is events such as
Karen L. Pennington
this and the shootings in Littleton, Colorado
Vice President for Student
that remind us of the need to utilize them.
Development and Campus Life
While we cannot shield our students
from the realities of the external world, we

Remembering Frank Reilly
This is a special thanks to all Montclair State students, faculty and staff, from Frank
Reilly’s mom. Since he died of cirrhosis of the liver in September 1998, so much love has
poured in from all over the country. I’ve heard from former MSU classmates as far as
Arizona, Texas, and New York, as well as New Jersey. The outreach has had a phenom
enal impact on me.
I’m still hoping to hear from many of you. If anyone has any photos, projects, or any
other items of memories pertaining to Frank, it would be greatly appreciated.
Sincerely, a very grateful mother,
Bettyanne Osorio
East Stroudsberg, Pennsylvania

A student tries to create a fund for
an HIV positive friend from Ukraine
Over six years ago, I came to the US and had very little contact with my friends who
still lived in Ukraine. Recently however, I found out that one of my friends in Ukraine is
HIV positive.
It broke my heart. We have been friends since I was about 10 years old. We went to
high school together in Ukraine, Odessa.
We went on double dates and spent summer breaks together. Years went by and now I
am terrified when I think that my friend just turned 25 and he might not make it to his 26
birthday.
He lives in Ukraine with his mother. His parents got divorced a long time ago and he
does not have a job or much money. He told me that he doesn’t get any medical help
because “Doctors are afraid of talking to him.” He is all alone.
,
I have tried to help him with money as much as I can. What I am trying to do is to
create a fund where people can make donations. I will do my best to match all the dona
tions once or twice as much. Please write to igpow er@ hotm ail.com or
IGreenberg@concurrenttechnologies.com for information.
Life is a beautiful thing, but it offers us no guarantee about tomorrow.
Igor Greenberg, No major given

What shapes the lives of our children?
A single mother addresses the recent shooting in Littleton, Colorado
I am a young mother and the recent tragedy in Littleton,
Colorado scares me to death. I wonder what will happen if
we as a society do not come up with a solution to end this
rash of teenage violence.
Tliis is the eighth school shooting in the past 18 months.
These are not isolated incidents, this can happen anywhere
at any time. The main question is why are kids choosing
this way to solve their problems.
1 don’t think that we can just blame it on music or par
ents or educators, this is a problem that starts with and af
fects our whole society.
Of course parents should spend more time with their
children but I as a single mother know how difficult that
can be. It is not the quantity of time spent with them but
the quality of time. It is important to keep the lines of com
munication open and to listen to your children.
Kids are always going to rebel but they should always
know that you are there watching and caring. Educators in
all schools need to be trained to spot the warning signs so
that incidents can be thwarted off.

Kids need to treat each other more humanly. No one Although music, TV and movies are not the cause of these
has to like everyone but that does not give you the right to tragedies, I think in some cases they give kids who already
harass and mock those who are in some way different from have overwhelming problems the idea that violence will
you. They also need to know it is ok and essential to report solve them.
Guns have also become an issue. We will never be able
threats to the proper authorities. Someone did this in
to erase guns from our society. Just like
Bloomington, Wisconsin and the lives
with the war on drugs, criminals will al
of 16 people were saved.
“Lately, it seems to me ways have access to guns and it is not
However, society must also share
fair to leave law abiding citizens unpro
part of the blame. Lately it seems to that respect for human
tected. But with this right to bear arms
me that respect for human life in this
life in this country has
also comes the responsibility to keep
country has deteriorated. We have be
your guns locked up so that no one other
^
come indifferent to the violence that sur deteriorated. ^
than yourself has access to them.
rounds us everyday.
-------------------I think this is a problem that we need
Shows that are supposed to be
geared toward children show people solving their problems to take seriously. Children look up to adults for guidance
with violence. Movies are becoming more graphic and ex and to show them how to act, therefore we all need to be
good role models for the children in this country.
treme.
While I don’t support censorship, I think parents need
Victoria Tcngelics, Business Administration
to pay more attention to what their children watch on TV,
in movies and listen to in music starting at a young age.

--------------r r
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The Arena, Part II:
The Revenge of Reard Man
By Chris “King Kong” Lundy___________

at the time. I circled the table like a vul
ture, closing in on the carrion 8. 1 became
one with the table, the stick, the cue ball,
Now our enemies knew that we were a the 8, the bar, the onlookers, the Scott - but
force to be reckoned with. Strangers had not the evil empire of 2. Oh no, never them.
begun to gather around the table. They The 8 ball reigned supreme in its duality.
were not signing up to play, they were prob Once the epitome of death, it had become
ably afraid to. They were just watching the apotheosis of victory. Through our
four champions at work, caught in the work on the table, it transformed from
drama and the suspense of the competition. Pandora’s Box to the Holy Grail. The In
finity-like symbol of an 8,
Men are notorious for
in pure white on horrid
doing stupid things to prove
black,
stared at me like two
their non-womanness when
eyes,
watching, waiting,
large groups of people are
knowing.
watching. Rocky got up
My anxiety and my
when he should’ve stayed
hope
wrestled within my
down. Michael Jackson had
muscles,
shattering their
a kid. I feared that the
reliability.
Sweat sheened
Assholes would feel the
my
brow.
All
I could think
need to prove their test
of
was
whether
the father
osterone and fight us if we
from Growing Pains had
won this simple game. En
taken a forward or back
glish, philosophy, and math
majors are notoriously not good in bar ward career step by playing a gun-toting
brawls. This means we’d come up with hick in Tremors. In my darkest hour, my
great insights about why we got our asses body - nay, my own brain - betrayed me.
I needed to calm myself. If I lose, I
kicked, and Turbo could estimate the
pounds per square inch it took to imbed lose nothing; it was Scott’s dollar. But lo,
our shattered teeth into the dartboard. I these rebel thoughts were simply more of
had to keep the game smooth, here. I had the m utiny spreading like lightning
to win, I had to beat them. But I had to do throughout my entire being. This game was
it in such a way that carnage would not a calling to me to vanquish the evil with
out and to purge the evil from within. This
ensue.
Beret matched my handiwork. But was war! This was global thermonuclear
there was no respect here - no great rever war, and I was up to Defcon 5. I became
ence for another who has mastered his art, as sure as fire. I drew back on my staff
as would two samurai locked in ancient and like Zeus drawing a thunderbolt. I ordered
deadly combat. There was just the aggres the attack and my muscles charged on,
sion of the win beneath Beret and Beard “Once more into the breach my friends!”
My shot bounced twice and missed.
and the deep instinct running through the
veins of me and my partner that the domi Beard came and sank it.
Do not grieve, fair reader, for we had
nating force must be vanquished.
Back and forth the furious volley of no time for sorrow. Scott and I nodded to
wills sent echoing thunderclaps of porce each other, admitting finally that it was in
lain against porcelain, chalk and rubber re deed luck that had carried us thus far, close
verberating throughout the arena. Fate, in enough to see the short road to victory, and
its infinite whimsy, shifted its favor be we could not carry ourselves the rest of the
tween two great superpowers. In a five journey. The road was indeed short, my
minute frenzy of richochets, only the omi friends, for this story takes longer to read
than the game
nous and omnipo
took to play. Be
tent 8 ball re 
.............. .................
ret and Beard si
mained.
Beef Jerky? As a
lently returned to
The surround
their posts at the
ing crowd hushed.
suppository? It
bar,
looking as
When Scott and I
sounded
funny,
but
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immovable
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first ap 
guards
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proached the chal
was just crazy enough
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were
none.
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Beret had just sunk his last; the 8 re fight.
The bar flies had resumed their eternal
mained an attainable target. Silently, he
selected the corner pocket just below my perches on their stools, like twin sphinxes
testicles. He chalked, to ensure the proper guarding entry into Athens. They remained
amount of gritty friction. He set in, point silent as we passed the threshold of the bar
ing like a hunting dog. His piston-like shot, back out into the night.
which I had learned so well, punched the
cue. It connected with the 8, which ca
reened madly. After a violent fury of move Editor's note: I, Chris Finegan, cried during
ment, the 8 stood its ground. It remained the movie Titanic. It’s true. The other night, /
on the table, marking its territory - impla was flipping through the channels and it was
cable, unapproachable, indominable.
on HBO. It was the final hour, when the boat
I was calmed by an inner light of jus starts sinking. That meant that I got lo see a
tice, which was reflected in my small, con huge boat break in half, sink, and take
fident smile. I was smug with righteous Leonardo DiCaprio down with it. And I didn’t
ness. 1 took my time, such as a general have lo sit through that mushy “love-andwould planning a battle to take a hill or feelings" crap in the beginning. / was so
something else that seems really important happy, I cried.
Get it? "King Kong Lundy?" Gel it?

__________________

Melt your old G.l. Joes in the microwave!

I’ll level with you. I sat down in front
of this computer wi(h every intent to write
a beautiful piece of satire regarding my se
mester as en editor here at The Montclarion.
It was going to be on the level of
Shakespeare with its witty puns, biting sat
ire, and intricately woven allegories. I
started with the conclusion first and opted
to write the piece backwards, in keeping
with the way my mind works.
But it was a nice spring day, so I said,
“Screw this. I’m going outside to play.
Working sucks.” 1 decided that there was
no better, more irresponsible way to waste
my time than playing golf. I don’t play golf,
per se, but I understand the concept, I have
much more fun, and I’m not dressed in funny
clothes. Take a ball. Whack it as hard as
you can with a stick. It’s not so hard. Not
with HOOLIGAN GOLF! The so-called
“experts” will try to fill your head with all
sorts of nonsense. The founding fathers of
Hooligan Golf will explain how to improve
your game and your enjoyment of this noble,
gentelman’s sport.
“Always read the green before put
ting.” Are you kidding? Simple billiards
is all you' need. Just bank the ball off the
flamingo and it will pass through the wind
mill, around the barrels, and into the side
pocket. This is known as a “strike.”
• “Play on a golf course.” Every golf
course I called wanted me to pay money or
follow a dress code or be a member before
they let me play. I say, if you’re going to
smack a ball into a pond or a bunker any
way, you may as well not give a damn. I
decided to play right here on the Montclair

J\n $ bitar
State campus. I got some friends together
and designed an 18-hole par-72 course on
the back of a Student Center napkin. And
on a beautiful day in April, we set out to
cause trouble with our lovely new game Hooligan Golf!
“Aim for the hole.” What fun is that?
Try to kill one of the spectators. Or a bird.
Surprisingly, you have a better round if you
bean one of our winged friends. But, al
ways remember that a spotted owl beats a
sparrow or a chickadee any day of the week.
One advantage to not playing on a course is
that there arc many more targets to aim for.
Assign them point values. Ten points for
each window is the standard point value in
Hooligan Golf, but feel free to improvise.
“G olf is not an ‘extrem e’ sport.”
Maybe not, but Hooligan Golf is! We un
derstand that it’s ten times as difficult to
make contact when someone is running full
speed ahead trying to tackle you. Pads may
be worn, but only if you’re a wimp. Fight
ing and full body contact are practically re
quired. But, remember that this is not The
Jerry Springer Show. Use manners. Lift
your pinky when you break your 3-wood
over someone’s head. Tell someone politely
that they should have sex with themself.
And always, always, always forget your
better judgment. A conscience is a pain in
the ass while playing Hooligan Golf.
“The lowest score wins.” You’ve got
to be kidding me! Ask any guy you know,
and h e’ll assure you of this: the more
strokes, the better* Besides, if you play by
the conventional rules, you have to try to
TEXT CONT. ON PAGE 26. PICTURES ON
PAGE 27. I’LL GIVE YOU FREE BEER IF
YOU READ THE REST OF THIS ARTICLE.

F in i Old-Fashioned Rum Cake
2 cups flour
3 eggs
3/4 cup sugar
1 stick butter
1 cup rum
Directions: Taste the rum.
Too sweet, and it may ruin the
cake. Mix eggs and flour in a
large mixing bowl. One more
shot o f rum won’t kill you.
Melt butter and combine with
sugar and baking powder.
Good rum. Have another.
Combine flour-sugar and egg
baking powder mixture. Add
rum. Have another. What the
hell? Preheat the oven lo 450. Oh, wait, you thould have done
that firth. Crap. Forgot that. H a v e ‘nother. Uthing a thpatula,
thcrape cake mixth off floor and into a 9 ” x 9” pan. THREE
THECONDRULE! Thtill good! Have ‘nother thot. Bake for
thirty minutez. Have thix or theven more thotz. Black thmoke
ith uthually bad. Crap. Are you theein’ four caketh? Grab the
one inna thenter. OWWWH! UTHE OVEN MITTZ! A llow to
cool. Call nine ‘leven. Hey! Thith phone got no ‘leven button!
DAMMIT! Whereth that rum? I needa.drink. Enjoy your cake,
you bathtard! Look at n^Jiandth^U g fourth! ^
—————

HüMaJ'R“
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Congrats to ed?
and Jamie!
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N.J.
5 4 W ent at an
easy gait
5 6 Kill a dragon
5 7 Indian
lO T h a th ra a
58 W ild with
MusketMTS'
worry
author
15 Hemingway, 6 0 O ld W orld
sandpiper
to tom e
62 President
19 Sandarac
and general
traa
6 3 Showy
20 Persian
w ater plant
lairias
6 5 Tourist
21 Ground
shelter
beetle
6 7 Marsh bird *
22 Arthurian
6 9 Goals
lady
7 0 Aslan
23 Punjab
m akers of
princess
silk fabrics
24 Claude of
71 H a sang
film dom
•Runaround
25 W ild
Sue*
26 Fork'a prong
7 2 Spring
27 Soma rotas
flowering
29 Prankish
shrub
fairy
7 8 Dutch palm ar
31 Harbingers
7 6 Flowering
of spring
vine
33 Bookbinder's
• 0 Charles
sheepskin
Dutton
34 Baglike
sitcom
h a irn e t
61 Roman
36 Presently
m atron's long
37 Look!
garm ent
40 Kitchen
• 3 T h e — of
appliance
San Fran
42 Board or
cisco*
back lead-in
• 5 Canadian
*6 O btterate
prav.
47 Kentucky
66 Steep,
bluegrass
rugged rock
48 Yields from
8 6 Sem iiural
pressure
region
50 Role for
Gene Tie may • 0 Tin Pan Alley
output
51 Commanded
61 M use of
.5 2 Neighbor of

ACROSS
1 Low-cut th o *
5 Playground

highlight

D ilb e r t ®
by Scott Adams
I W AS H O PIN G
FOR. A SCRAP OF
ENCOURAGEMENT.
I 'M ALL TAPPED
OUT. TRY BACK
TOMORROW.

V

(bo

YOU HAVE T H O SE '
BUDGET N U M B E R S
F R O M LAST MONTH ? >
U
\

('THEY'RE TOTALLY
IN A C C U R A T E ,

ß

1

n:
scr

I KNOW ,
BUT THOSE
ARE T H E
ONLY
NUM BERS
W E H A V E .,

IT

ASOK, I'V E B E EN
CALLING AND CALLING,
BUT YOU D O N 'T PIC K
UP YOUR PH O N E.

ACTUALLY,
W E HAVE
IN F IN IT E
INACCURATE
NUM BERS
TO CHOOSE
FRO M .

I 'D L IK E YOU TO
MEET A LITTLE
SO M ETH IN G I CALL
THE "F IS T OF O E A T H ";

LET'S KEEP THOSE IN
OUR BACK POCKET
I N C A S E W E NEEO .
THEM .
I'LL ENCRYPT
THEM SO NO
ONE ELSE CAN

I T LOOKS L IK E HE
GNAWED THROUGH
THE WALL TO
ESCA PE.
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______

S
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history
9 2 Tapestry
w all hanging
9 4 Mosquito
genua
9 6 Japanese
vegetable
9 7 Musk or
w ater
follower
9 8 Flew high
In the air
100 Fairw ay turns
102 W ife of Paris
103 Pub projec
tile
105 B ullw IM Ie,
for one
10 6 Mine
entrance
107 South African
Irises
111 Incom e after
expenses
11 2 Blue-tufted
border plant
116 B a n k a rt
concern
117 Boredom
119 Beasts of
burden
121 C elestial
122 Hillside
dugout
123 Stone pillar
124 Convenient
carryalls
125 Branchlike
projecting
parts
126 Chinese wax
127 Abounds
125 G irl's name
129 M en's org.

DOWN
1 French

Q U E S T IO N : I S THIS
THE F IR S T STEP I N
M OVING EVERYONE
TO T O SS THEY OON'T^
W ANT?

'I'M STARTING AN"
EM PLOYEE SK ILL 5
[ d atabase, f — ^

THE SUSPECT I S
D E SC R IB E D AS FAT
AND SLOW-WITTED,
W IT H PO IN T Y

r THE F IR S T STEP WAS
W HEN I LAUGHED
MYSELF FUZZY
' t h in k in g
ABOUT IT.

4 4 R ail bird
4 5 Theater
luminary
47
49
52
53

Resounds
Sun. talk
M an or ape
— Sem ple
McPherson
5 5 C assas
5 8 Picnic pests
5 9 Rem oves
apple seeds
61 TV 's —
Landing*
6 4 — segno
(m usic
direction)
6 6 Cam pers'
6 8 Cocks or can
fotow sr
7 0 Every m ovieextra’s hope
71 Painter
Rivera
7 2 C heats for
sacred
articles
7 3 T h e Mark
o f— '
7 4 N est-bulking
fish
7 5 Turned about
a fixed point
7 6 — one's w ay
(travels)
7 7 First duke of
Norm andy
7 8 Bulge at rear
of human
skufl
7 9 M ake

d

9 4 Cosm etic
Item
8 7 Fragrant
blossom
8 9 Ornam ental
plants
91 Flowering
plant of the
gentian
fam ily
9 3 R ad and
Cora!
9 5 W ild pfcr.t
9 7 Israel's
Golda
9 9 Most
unfruitful
101 Landed
property
102 B lack S ea
port
104 French sum
106 Author/critic
Jam es and
fam ily
10 7 Jack or
doodle
lead-in
108 Poolside
garb
109 Jam es —
Jones
110 D agger
112 Italian wine
center
113 London
trolley
114 T V 's *Gom er
P y le .— *
115 Rom an
earth
ooddess
118
on the
Danube
12 0 S cale
m em ber

Sly

ir-w

Jé
5T
57

63

THE BULLETIN STOPS 1
SHORT OF ACTUALLY /
N A M IN G HER J
A L IC E . I

THE PICTURE I S
'
G R A IN Y BUT I CAN
ALMOST MAKE OUT
A HUMAN F O R M ...
O R M A YBE
A C A T ...

T

PÉtiPLÊ !/ViJUiU
By Chris “The Clapper” Lundy
Orange marmalade sucks. I f they made
grapefruit marmalade, I bet it would suck, too.

HI

r

(N O , N O , N Q ..," )

I USED A H ID D E N
CAM ERA TO CAPTURE
THE T H IE F W H O 'S
BEEN R A ID IN G OUR
CUBICLES.

§

2 Russian river
3 The —
Love* (song)
4 Flow er o f
various
colors
6 Bad cover
6 Come to
know
7 Spring flag
9 Continued
b u d noise
9 Ancient
ascetic
lO T ru m p e tike
spring flow er
11 Japanese
apricot
12 Playwright
Connelly
13 Palm
cockatoo
14 Drawing
rooms
15 Garden
annuals
16 Cuckoos
17 W ord before
cone or ta r
15 Summer
refreshers
25 Tree trunk
30 Actress
Shelley
32 M onk's hood
34 Special point
of view
35 Dedicates
37 Style o l jazz
38 One o f the
M utes
39 Wore
40 Pretty and
glow ing, to
a Scotsm an
41 W ard oft

o

"
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CAT BERT: EVIL H.R.OIRECTOR
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THERE'S B E EN A
RASH OF THEFTS
FROM C U B IC LES.
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Everyone tells me that they have the best
dog in the world. Dogs are supposed to be
the loyal ones, but dog lovers will stand by
their favorite breed no matter what. I’ve seen
a man defend the moral values of his mixed
breed pit bull/rottwcillcr/wolf/B-l() bomber.
As I sit here writing, I look at my coffee
mug. It is graced with a picture of a Golden
Retriever, my favorite breed. It also features
a description of the animal’s personality.
Yes, that’s right. Every animal of the same
breed has the same personality. The Nature
vs. Nurture debate has been ended on my
$6 mug. It reads:
“Golden Retriever: America’s most be
loved canine. Nurturing to children. Friendly
and loyal to the end.”
Isn’t that something that everyone would
like to hear about their dog? Nice, friendly,
good dog. Mugs would never sell if they
spoke the truth:
"Golden Retrieved China’s most be
loved canine. Beautiful yet extremely stu

UUijij

pid dog. Will fetch, but easily distracted by
anything shiny. Will eat anything coated in
peanut butter.”
“Rottweiller: Strong, powerful, muscu
lar animal. Perfect hunting dog. Eats chil
dren. Could only be more dangerous if it
had horns. A Rottweiller is to antique furni
ture what Ted Bundy is to a roomful of co
eds. Must be named something macho. 1
hope there are no cats in your neighbor
hood.”
“Pit Bull: Very powerful and cunning
dog. Will take a dump on your rug on pur
pose and then laugh. Easily recognizable by
pattern of sixes on forehead. I once saw
one bite a three foot slab out of a moving
18-wheeler and spit it through a lion that
had escaped from the zoo. Your life insur
ance will go up. Don’t buy this dog.”
Meanwhile, on a far distant planet lives
an alien race that abducts humans and keeps
them as pets. A many-tcntacled Jcll-O-likc
creature with six eyes sips its Kyrellian cof
fee from a mug that reads:
"Writer: Creative yet strange breed. Of
ten a sickly animal with bad personal hab
its. Docs not like daylight.”
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The Horoscope Never Lies
T A U R ll5 (Aj>n 20 to % 20): TaCrds meets
God this weekend. The Highest reveals the secret of
happiness to goo, biit it does Dot surprise gofl. All
that is required is a world devoid of Jtarbocks,
iofommcrcials, aod H(\Ws.

Good Bye.
Chris. Brian.
Kara, and
Vikki. We’ll
miss von!

GFFllRl (F\gg 21 to JflD. 21): Finals arc a piece

of cake. Order a gigantic cake to be delivered to godr
classroom while taking the test. When the stripper
pops odt, godr teacher Will be distracted, it’s od to
Canada and freedom. FRQTDOFIL

By M r.

CARCXR.OdD. 22 to Jill. 22): Mgrk f'lcGwirc
reVeals to ¿od the secret to hitting home rdos - hard
Work, praters, aod alien J )R \ Visit Roswell aod eat
a podod of dirt a dag. After two or three weeks, god
shodld begin to notice a difference.

1X 0 (Jnl. 23 to A?g 22): leo alwags gets a
good horoscope. That coaid be becadse Fioz is a leo,
bat it isn’t. We here at Horoscope (Antral are impar
tial. Tips week, leo weds the sexiest, most flexible
persoo oo the planet. This meaos a lifetime of great
sex aod sapcrchildreo. Hat we’re still impartial.
VIRCiO (Ad?. 23 to > p . 22): 'lob haVc beco
selected as the promoter for the fight of the decade.
It is a match to the death between the Hack jjtrect
Hogs aod N j^Y H C Rot oolg do god stood to make
a cool 20 million off of pag-per-view alone, god know
that one of the bands will die. 'lodr sdmmer is made!

Panhead
SAGITTARIUS (Rov. 22 toJ)ec. 21): Okag, we
don’t hike pietdres of god bonking chickens. We jdst
osed a scanner and lots of free time to make it LOOK
like god do. S'Oee We feel bad, for 20 bdeks, We’
make it look like god bonk (¿IVin Klein models.
CAFRKORR (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19): le t class
god’re sdre god will fail? Sh°W dp drdnk for the
final. Tod’rc damned if god do and damned if god
don’t, right? Flight as Well have fan. If godr teacher
gjVes god lip, remember that a pencil has a sharp end

ASUARHS (Jan. 20 to Feb. !8): Agdarids has
also had great lack with horoscopes. Reed we remind
god that We are impartial? This Week, Agdarids is
granted a fall scholarship pias 100,000 dollars a gear
bg Wag of a compdter glitch. What? We’re impartial

an doderlooked pheoomeooo ¡0 the World of piercing.
Qjarge godr metal-ladeo enemies 40 dollars a piece,
and Staple their noses to their foreheads,
when
god sag that theg look cool.

RISCFS (Feb. 19 to % 20): 'lodr hard Work
has paid off. After a gear of Working late into the
night, god are rewarded With extra stamina. When
others are dropping from too roach to drink at 4am
god plag Heerpong dntil 6. Rdn the tables. TO l
A R E -TO LO R G !

3 QR£fO (Oct. 23 to RoV. 21): Jcorpio’s dreams
are realized this week bg the appointment of a fairg
godmother Hdt it ain’t all peaches and cream. Todr
fairg godmother’s Voice is remarkablg similar to Rjchard ^irmoons’. 'lod shall want for nothing, save a
mdzzle for godr fairg godmother

A R O (Alan 21 to Aj>r 19): JW bodg has to
get the bad fortdne this week, A[>es. Wait. We’re
happg! This is the final horoscope for the gear! This
week, A[ies is elected pope. Vatican HI follows and is
embraced the World oVer jJainthood, ges! (jlibacg no!

( iR A X p . 23 to Oct. 22): 'lod have discovered

The Star Wars Prequel is chock full of nudity.
Either that or I was in the wrong theater.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 24

knock a ball the size of an egg into a four dust, but rather tiny, intricate devices filled
inch hole about three or four hundred yards with gunpowder. I got this idea while watch
away. This would require patience and prac ing cartoons. If I know my dynamite, it will
tice. How you could convince an otherwise merely darken your skin and possibly singe
intelligent person to spend years perfecting some of your clothing. The effects will wear
this is beyond me. Hooligan Golf under off in two or three seconds. Melting golf
stands that you don’t always want to prac clubs, mooning, and goons-for-hire are also
tice. We also think it’s much more enter a good way to take your opponent off his
taining to play this game with your favorite game.
I hope that my final column has been
beverage, i.c., beer. Naturally, after polish
ing off a half-case of the Beast™ your score informative and witty. This is the part where
will be higher. To improve your coordina I get weepy and thank everyone. To Kevin,
tion, the founding fathers of Hooligan Golf you’re a great Newz Dad, and your experi
ence will be missed next year. To Kara,
recommend this drill:
thank you for
1. With one
kicking
my butt
hand on the handle,
when
I
needed
it,
place one end of the
Newz
Mom!
club on the ground M r— — — —— — ~
Enjoy C alifor
and the other on
I figure if Santa knows
nia! To Tim and
your forehead. The
where
I
live,
what’s
to
Jenn,
thanks for
club should be per
taking
those re
fectly straight.
stop him from stealing
ally
dumb
pic
2.
K eeping
my
car
when
I’m
asleep?
tures
with
me
in
your hand on the
an
attempt
to
get
club and club
people to read
firm ly
pressed
my section. To
against your fore
Justin, congrats
head and the
on The Money
ground, run in a
Trail and your awards. You’ll make an ex
circle.
cellent EIC. To Joy and cd?, thank you for
3. Repeat Step 2 nine times.
teaching me the ways of the computer, for
4. Hit the ball as hard as you can.
You may or may not hit your target. Do without one, I would be screwed big time.
not let this discourage you. Practice this for And to all the writers and other creative
two hours every day. You might get better. souls who submitted pieces, I thank you for
You might not. But you must admit, this is m aking this section into a CAMPUS
much more fun than practicing with con n M W 'R t*
I’m an editor! And now, I’m done. I
ventional methods.
Finally, we come to “Practical jokes are need a beer. Mmm. Sweet, delicious beer!
not acceptable.” I shouldn’t have to tell
you this, but nothing in Hooligan Golf is
funnier than an exploding golf ball. We are
not referring to the balls that explode into Editor's note: There's no free beer. Suckers.
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Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in
all directions-forward, backward, up, down and
diagonally.
Boat
Bob
Buoy
Cork

Ivory Soap
Lily pad
Oil slick
Pontoon

Decimals
Driftwood
Duck
Flotsam

Tke

Raft
Seaplane
Ship

oÇ TLe ^leo-r

By John Frusciante___________________
/ just hope l don’t get hit in thefqce.

Well, it’s the end of the year. I have to
confess that I have nothing to write. No
jokes. No witty, urbane word games. Not
stories that reveal my skewed take on life.
Nothing.
Of course, you can’t fill a column with
nothing, so this leaves me with my di
lemma: How can I fill a whole column up
if I have nothing to say? Certainly I ’m
starting to lose your interest. And what of
my editor, who most likely is reading this
and thinking, “How the (expletive) does he
expect me to print a column full of noth
ing?”
Well, if you insist on having one, here’s
a little story.
Two days away from a long time ago,
Jack awoke to find someone had broken
into his apartment and stolen all of his pos
sessions. All of them, except for the bed
he was sleeping on, though they did steal
the sheets and the headboard.
Confused, Jack attempted to call the
police, but he soon discovered that the thief
had stolen the little plastic piece that holds
the telephone wire into the jack, leaving
the wire to just slip out whenever Jack at
tempted to use the phone.
All seemed hopeless for Jack. He had
no clothes to dress in, so he couldn’t go
out to get help. And even if he wanted to
leave, the thief had stolen Jack’s doorknob
and filled the hole with concrete so Jack
would need some kind of tool to open the
door. Of course, his tools had been stolen,
so that idea was a wash.
The windows were blocked as well.
Actually, they weren’t so much blocked,
but the thief had dug a moat around the
house and filled it with alligators.
Jack cursed his helplessness, thesam £

helplessness that led him into this predica
ment in the first place. Everything was
gone, everything. All his worldly posses
sions were gone, except for his pictures,
which the thief left. But, since the thief
stole the nails out of his walls, Jack didn’t
have much use for them.
His only hope was the mailman. The
mailman would come to deliver the mail.
Jack would knock on the door, yell for help,
and be saved.
Then, bitter realization set it: it was
Sunday. Jack hadn’t realized this at first
because, as he now noticed, the thief had
stolen his calendar and replaced it with one
from two years ago.
But wait, there was something the thief
couldn’t possibly have found: his hidden
storage space. There was a little compart
ment in the floor of his attic that only he
knew about. In it were a hunting rifle,
bricks, and Monkees records. It was im
possible for anyone to find it. He would
smash the windows with the bricks, shoot
the gators, and...well...he was sure there
would be some use for the Monkees
records.
When he got upstairs he realized he was
dealing with a criminal mind unlike any
he’d ever heard of. The thief had put lino
leum down over his floor. The compart
ment was covered, and Jack was trapped.
Now what happens to Jack? What can
he possibly do? Well, I don’t know. It’s
the end of the year and I have no ideas.
Let’s just say Jack tried to kill himself but
had nothing to do it with, so he sat on the
bare floor and thumb-wrestled himself until
his air supply ran out.
And the moral of this strange tale?
Nothing. Absolutely nothing. I warned
you when we started that I had nothing to
say, and I think I’ve said it pretty well.
IJav^aJiappyjsunmier;ii<^ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _
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First place, Bloody Snowman Contest,
Fairbanks Alaska

HUMOUR™ editor Chris Finegan puts the finishing
touches on the final issue of The Montclarion.

‘‘H it any key to continue”

Finegan a n d Tim C asey relax afte r
another successful issue.

John. Remember - form first,!

mW-

I ....... ■
Justin knows that while a window may be only
10 points, ringing the bell is an amazing 200.
I’d like to s e e Tiger Woods do THAT!

Wx?'

Spectators can be a distraction, but Todd handles
himself with grace. He knows that nailing a moving
target 50 yards away requires patience.

Now I am the Master!

“The green”is not always green. Jay has
landed on concrete. This happens when you
drink too much.

Only a
master of
evil,
Darth! ^

Here we see Finz in a bit of a predicament.
This area is known by Hooligan Golfers as “the
rough. ” This happens as a result of alow brain
cells count, so the aspiring Hooligan Golfer can
expect to end up “in the rough”quite often.
The true gentleman does not resort to violence. Hooligan Golfers, however encourage dueling. Swing
away at your opponent, but remember to replace your divots.
h u PHOTOS BYIENNHOCAN-WINSKI/ MONTOMHON
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Classifieds
• C hild C are W anted •

• H elp Wanted •
Custom Picture Framing and Art
Gallery trainee. Flexibe hours, for
newly opened facility. Seeking energetic
and personable self-starter for general
business work in comfortable
surroundings. Computer skills
necessary. Ideal for fine arts student.
Please phone Roger @ 973-746-6800

Teachers/Students to teach hands on
science to 3-9 yr olds. Will train. Some
experience a plus. Part-time can lead to
full-time Car necessar. Call 97-3659755.

Enthusiastic Students to work parttime with special needs child in a home
behavioral therapy program. Training
provided. Great pay. Located in Bergen
County. Call (201)768-7660___________
Data Entry, flexible hours. Must have
good phone skills. Please call 973-7739300 between 11AM-5PM.
Enthusiastic person needed to work/
play with very sweet 5 yr. old boy with

Seeking responsible, reliable,
MOTHER’S HELPER/BABYSITTER a
few hours.per weekor as needed. Child
development student a plus.
References required. Call 973-5092078.
Help Wanted: Experienced person to
babysit on Saturday evenings. Local
references and own transportation
required. Call 973-744-7341._________

Babysitter needed for 3 young children
in Montclair. Monday afternoons,
occasion weeknights and Sat. nights.
Possibility to continue through summer.
Non-smoker. Call 509-0026.
Mother’s Helper Needed PT a few
evenings (5-7) immediately/summer
hours flexible for 6 month old twins.
Experienced, non-smoker with
references a must. Please call Tara
973-256-1771 or fax resume 973-2560336.

developmental delays. Will train.
Experience in discrete trials a plus.
Weekends and/or evenings. Springfield.
973-379-9011

L/l or out babysitter needed from June
28 to July 23. Two children, boy 10, girl
12. D/L required. Call Denise 7834324.

Part-time office help wanted. Data
entry. Needed evenings and Saturdays.
Looking for costume character
performers for weekend kid-shows.
Great money! Call Steve at Party Magic973-890-4167.

We are seeking an energetic babysitter
to play with and care for 2 toddlers ages
3 and 4 1/2. Pick-up from Montclair
nursery school. Afternoons - M,T,W & F
. 1:00pm - 6:00pm. Must have reliable
car w/ excellent driving record. Call
Vivian at 973-642-0075 x120 9am-6pm;
after 6:00pm call 973-450-9644._______

F en g Shui to d a y to / goo d g/adfe^
success, knowledge, career, wealth &
romance with the Chinese art of
placement. Call Jade for a consultation
at 201-417-6135 or 201-237-4268.
$25.00 student discount.____________

Your last chance...Don’t Miss
This Opportunity!
Full tuition waiver and $2000 stipend per semester.
Become a graduate assistant at
Fairleigh Dickinson University’s Center for Human Resource Management Studies.
Students must enroll in the Human Resource Management MBA,
Joint MA/MBA or the Post Graduate HRM Certificate.
The Internship Offers:
* Opportunities to network with Fortune 500 executives.
* Exposure to current HR trends.
' Executive mentoring.
For questions, please contact
Anthony Cuccio, at (973) 443-8859
or via e-mail at cuccio@mailbox.fdu.edu

JU31
Fairleigh Dickinson
University

V O L U N T E E R S N E E D E D !!
LAST PASSAIC RIVER CLEANUP OF SEMESTER!
WHEN: THIS SATURDAY MAY 1st 10A M - 12PM
WHERE:fen n in g to n

pa rk

ron

mcbride a v e . pa t e r so n )

FREE FOOD AND DRINKS
N E E D A RIDE? N E E D MORE INFO? CALL U S A T 655-5320!

NEW JERSEY COMMUNITY WATER WATCH IS A CLASS 2 ORGANIZATION OF SGA
OF NJPIRG LAW AND POLICY CENTER

(
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Female Athlete of the Year
Jill Gastelu
Senior

Outside Hitter
5-9
Rutherford, NJ
Rutherford HS

rrsffi
Volleyball
Senior Jill Gastelu finished her 1998-1999 season with First Team
All-Conference honors, and she also received the Cathy Vayianos
Coach’s Award for demonstrating leadership, team spirit, coaching ability
and, a willingness to learn. This award was given to her at the Panzer
Honors Convocation held this past Tuesday at Montclair State University.

TIM OTHY M. CA5EY/MONTCLARION

Male Co-Athlete of the Year Male Co-Athlete of the Year
Anthony Peeples

Marlon Pollard

Senior

Senior

Forward

Midfielder

6-3

5-9

Linden, NJ

Georgetown, Guyana

Linden HS

East Orange HS

EEÖ
Basketball
Senior forward Anthony Peeples finished his 1998-1999 season as
the 19th player in the history o f Montclair State to reach the 1,000 point
mark, scoring 1,008 points in just two years. Peeples was also named to
the first team NJAC for the second consecutive year, a National
Association o f Basketball Coaches/Chevy Silverado Division III AllAmerican, the first in men’s basketball since 1986. He was also named
the 1999 Division III NCAA individual rebound leader with a 14.1
rebounding average.

Senior midfielder Marlon Pollard and captain o f Montclair State
University’s soccer team finished his 1998-1999 season with AllAmerican honors, and led the team to a remarkable 14-3-3, 4-2-3 NJAC
season.

TIM O TH Y M. CASEY/MONTCLARION
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MSU students give back to the community
By Jason Lampa______________ _______
Sports Consultant

Last Friday the sun shined a little
brighter on The First Montclair House situ
ated on Walnut St. in Montclair. Though
the warmth caused by the increase in sun
shine may not have been felt by those out
side the senior-citizen apartment complex,
those within it’s confines were definitely
feeling the heat.
Professor Ben Schatfer’s Leadership in
Recreational Services class, part of the Rec
reation and Leisure Studies program at
Montclair State put into action a semester
of hard work and dedication in developing
a day of fun and relaxation for all those who
lived at the First Montclair House.
“ 1 think it’s wonderful that these kids
come down and give us a morning of enter
tainment,” said Annabclle, an 89 year-old
women who has lived at The First Mont
clair House for 18 years.
The festivities began with a continental
breakfast for the residents of the home that
included bagels, pastries, and orange juice.
This gave the students and the seniors a

chance to get to know each other. Every
where you looked during that hour, every
single student was either engaged in con
versation or serving the seniors with food
and beverages.
After everyone had gotten to know each
other, a contest was held to see who could
make the best hat out of a balloon, cone,
and straw. The seniors were very excited
about the activity, putting their best effort
into it while having a great time. Prizes were
given out for the best hat at each table and
the overall best hat.
The final activity for the day was a singa-long directed by Ellen Pearl, a student in
Professor Schatfer’s class. Pearl did a fan
tastic job motivating the seniors to sing out
loud. Everyone was laughing and smiling
as the songs, “ Take me Out to The Ball
Game” and “ You’re a Grand Old Flag”,
were sung in unison by seniors and students
alike.
The event marked the last day of class
for the students in the Leadership class, a
class in which they will always remember,
for the people they made happy and the
many hours they had spent producing it.

Students from Professor Ben Schatfer’s Leadership in Recreational Services class.

A .N D N O D O W N
PA Y M EN T'

As graduation looms on the horizon, thoughts of
have no doubt formed in your mind. So have worrie
But through our College Graduate Purchase Progr:
your dream car down to reality. College seniors i
get $400 cash back*toward the purchase or lease
¡ ^ M e r c u r y vehicle. For more information, please

Ford
C re d it

»for $400 cash i
rtea»« «met take
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animal (an • i • mal) n. a living being
capable of feeling.

Thursday. April 29
Softball @ NJAC Playoffs
«Baseball @ W illiam Paterson, 3:30 p.m.

—

Tofin d out what you can do to help animals, contact PETA.

Fridayt April 3Q
W om en’s L a cro sse vs. S p rin g field , M A , 6 p.m .

Saturday. Mav 1
Softball @ G alluadet, DC (DH), 12 p.m.
«B a seb a ll v s. T h e C o lleg e o f N J (D H ), 2 :3 0 p.m .

W omen’s Lacrosse @ West Point, NY, 2 p.m.
M en’s & W om en’s Outdoor Track & Field, NJAC Championships @ Rowan
University, 9 a.m.

Tuesday. Mav 4

perA

B aseb all v s. Y ork C o lleg e, PA , 3 :3 0 p .m .

Wednesday. Mav 5

People for the Ethical
Treatment of Animals

M en’s & W om en’s O utdoor Track & Field @ St. John’s University, 3 p.m.

501 Front St.
Norfolk. VA 23510

Thursday. Mav 6

757-622-PETA

B aseb all v s. J o h n s H o p k in s, M D , 7 p .m .

* - NJAC matchup
BOLD - Home game

www.peta-online.org

DH- - Doubleheader

Thank You

mmm

The only name on it is yours.
That’s good enough for us too.

Toyota’s College Graduate Finance Han.
No Co-Signer, No Hassle, No Kidding.
Toyota would like to help you avoid die first hassle of adulthood. Getting credit
As for as w e’re concerned, getting through college is proof enough o f your credit worthiness.
That’s why w e’re offering you the College Graduate Finance Plan on any new Toyota
or Toyota Certified Used Vehicle.

Here’s the good stuff:
• No co-signer needed. If you qualify, just sign and drive.
• Buy any new Toyota or Toyota Certified Used Vehicle with no money down
at Toyota’s Premiere interest rate.
• Lease any new Toyota and w e’ll waive the security deposit
• Free 24-hour roadside assistance for one full year.

Here’s how you qualify.
Graduate within the next six months from any accredited four or two year college or
registered nursing degree program. Have proof o f employment, insurability and no negative credit rating.
Pretty simple? Pretty relaxed is more like i t W ith a new Toyota or Certified Used, you’ll have the wheels
to set your course in motion, plus the Toyota qualify and dependability
we’ve always given to people headed for success.

See the Toyota Dealer nearest you for all the details.
TOYOTA |

.je m x

—
______
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By Tess Sterling
Sports Editor

Now that this semester of late Wednes
day nights that are necessary for the pro
duction of The Montclarion is finally over,
I would like to say THANK YOU to all
who gave of their time and efforts in mak
ing the sports section one of the best that
this paper has ever seen, or so I’ve heard.
First, I thank God for giving me the
strength to produce a sports section week in
and week out. Secondly, thanks to all my
writers who contributed to the sports pages,
for without them there wouldn’t be a sports
section.
Thanks to the entire staff of The Mont
clarion (Newzfrat) for tolerating all my
questions and for putting up with me. I re
ally appreciate it. Thank you to my assis
tant, Paul Lewiarz, who put in hard work,
and he will be returning as my assistant next
year. Thanks to Jason Lampa, who passed
on his title to me. I’m trying my best to out
do him in every way. Jase, thanks for all
your support and your advice.
Special thanks to The M ontclarion’s
Faculty Adviser Ron Hollander for his con
structive criticisms. Believe it or not, they
were greatly appreciated.
I must also extend thanks to all athletes
and their coaches for a wonderful year in
sports. Last, but surely not least, thank you
to the staff of the Office of Sports Informa
tion who patiently put up with me every
week. Thank you Al, Deatrix, and Jack.
See you all next year for another great
year in sports.

,
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Montclair State dominates St. Thomas 15-0
Wisz’ three triples lead Montclair’s 22 hit attack
By Jason Lampa
Sports Consultant

Junior Tara Wisz tripled three
times while junior Toni
Milito went 4-4 with four
RBI’s to lead the MSU to
a 15-0 victory over St.
Thomas Aquinas Univer
sity of New York in col
legiate softball action on
Tuesday at Quarry Field
on the campus of Montclair State.
Wisx’s three triples set a single
game MSU record, while also giv
ing her the single season record
with eight. Sophom ore Kim
Caruso also played a major role in
MSU’s 22 hit attack by going 3-3
with three RBI’s. MSU’s third
straight victory gave them a 31-7
heading into the first round of the
NJAC Playoffs this coming Thurs
day.
In Tuesday’s game, the Red
Hawks started the game with six
consecutive hits in the bottom of
the first, taking a quick 3-0 lead.

Caruso and Milito each had RBI
singles in the inning.
The Red hawks scored two
more in the second, and then in the
third, MSU exploded for
seven runs to take a 12-0
lead. Cantso had a tworun single in the third,
while Wisz smashed a
two-run triple.
In all, Wisz ended the
day 3-4 with two RBI’s,
two runs scored and the three
triples, while Alex Lamont went 23 with two RBI’s. Senior pitcher
Sue McCarville improved her al
ready outstanding record to 22-4
on the year. Freshman Tara Todaro
pitched the final two innings of the
game and com bined with
McCarville on a one-hitter.
As a team, MSU had four
triples, three doubles, and allowed
just two baserunners in the game.
The Hawks also set a single-inning
record by smashing nine hits in the
third inning.

rm

Softball

Red Hawks playoff bound as they defeat Kean 11-1
By Paul Lewiarz
Assistant Sports Editor

Montclair State University’s
baseball team dominated Kean
University in a scorcher this past
Monday, defeating them by the
score of 11-1 in a con
ference game played at
Kean’s Alumni Field.
M SU’s
senior
pitcher was the central
factor in helping the Red
Hawks beat the Cougars.
He struck out 13 batters
in seven innings of work to win his
sixth straight game. Montclair
State improved its record to 20-11,
11-4NJAC.
With the victory, the Red
Hawks made the NJAC Playoff
Tournament, along with The Col
lege of New Jersey, Rowan Uni
versity, and William Paterson Uni-

versify. This marks the 23rd con
secutive time that the Red Hawks
will be making the tournament
since its initiation. The four-team
NJAC tournament kicks off May
14 and will last until May 17 at
Yogi Berra Stadium.
This win was MSU’s
eighth consecutive vic
tory, a streak which began
with an 8-5 win over Kean
on April 13.
The Red Hawks have
now won 12 of their last
13 games following an 810 start. It is also the 17th con
secutive season that MSU has won
20 games or more.
Montclair State University’s
baseball team returns to action to
day playing at William Paterson
University in a conference game
scheduled to start at 3:30 p.m.

rm

Baseball

There will be no sports trivia this
week, since this is the last issue
of The Montclarion for this year.
See you all next year for more
trivia.

mm*"*
ANSWER TO LAST W EEK’S
TRIVIA:
Steve Trongone’s ERA was 2.60.

This week’s Red Hawk
schedule

p. 31

GIVING BACK

ATHLETES OF THE YEAR

Sports Consultant Jason Lampa
shares a day in the activities of
Recreation and Leisure.

Find out the deserving athletes
who received athlete of the
honors.

PAGE 30

PAGE 29
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